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Discussion puts
forth issues of war
With a then
impending war
between the U.S.
and Iraq, faculty
members and students alike gathered together
Wednesday in the
Education
Building lounge to
discuss the war, imperialism and globalization, the effects of war on children, safe
travel as well as other topics dealing with
political and social issues. Oil and power
were dominating factors in the discussion. For details turn to PAGE 5.

Huskies’ surprise,
dream season ends
A hard-fought
battle between
the SCSU men s
basketball team
and Metropolitan
State at the
Health & Sports
Center
last
Saturday ended in SCSU loss. The
Huskies loss in the second round of the
North Central Regional semifinals
proved to be the last stop for the
Huskies surprise season and best year
since their 1987-88 campaign. For the
play by play coverage and scores, go to

PAGE 11.

Women of war
play new voice
As part of
Women s History
Month, SCSU s
Women s Center
sheds new light
on the role of
women in the
Vietnam War. A
Piece of My Heart, a play outlining the
experiences of women in the Vietnam
war was performed Wednesday in the
Ritsche Auditorium. The complete review
is on PAGE 15.
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U.S. attacks Iraq

War begins in Iraq with strike
aimed at ‘leadership targets’
Martin Merzer, Ron
Hutcheson and Drew Brown
KNIGHT RIDDER NEWSPAPERS

WASHINGTON –– War erupted
Wednesday night as the United States
launched dozens of Tomahawk cruise
missiles and aimed 2,000-pound
bombs at Iraqi leader Saddam
Hussein and other “leadership targets”
in Baghdad.
The strike was aimed at “decapitating” Saddam’s regime and specifically targeted him, his two sons and
other senior leaders of the Baath Party
and Iraqi Revolutionary Command
Council, according to a senior Bush
administration official.
Saddam’s fate was not immediately known.
U.S. forces also took control of the
frequencies used by Iraqi state radio
and began broadcasting messages in
Arabic, officials said. The message
said the Iraqi people’s day of liberation had arrived.
But a fearsome array of U.S. and
allied troops and weaponry poised for
action at the Iraq-Kuwait border did
not appear to have been ordered into
combat as of Wednesday night.
“On my order, coalition forces
have begun striking selected targets of
military importance to undermine
Saddam Hussein’s ability to wage
war,” President Bush said during a
four-minute address to the nation
Wednesday night. “These are the
opening stages of what will be a broad
and concerted campaign.”
Minutes before the speech, an
internal television monitor showed the
president pumping his fist. “Feels
good,” he said.
The missile attacks were an
attempt to behead the Iraqi leadership
without risking the civilian deaths and
destruction that a full-scale war would
produce, said the senior administration official, who spoke on condition
of anonymity.
Another official, who also requested anonymity, said at least two Navy
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An SCSU student in Sherburne
Hall watches breaking news
coverage of the U.S. strike
Wednesday night marking the
beginning of what had been an
impending U.S.-Iraqi war.

Students
react to
first shots
Joe Palmersheim
STAFF WRITER

CHUCK KENNEDY/KRT

President Bush sits in the Oval Office of the White House after
speaking to the nation about U. S. military action in Iraq on
Wednesday evening.
ships in the Persian Gulf and a submarine in the Red Sea fired three
dozen Tomahawk cruise missiles.
Following that, F-117 “stealth” attack

COMMENTARY/8

planes carrying 2,000-pound bombs
joined in the attack.
■

Go to War PAGE 4.

The war in Iraq began about 8:30
p.m. last night, with air strikes on
Baghdad. Students at SCSU seemed
almost oblivious to the fact that their
country was at war, with TV rooms
remaining empty and people going on
with business as usual.
But the ones who were watching
TV seemed both worried and apprehensive, even though this event was
expected to happen anytime after the
Wednesday evening deadline Iraqi
President Saddam Hussein was given
to leave Iraq or face U.S. military
action.
■

Go to Reaction PAGE 5.
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Council addresses underage drinking

Protesting farmer in pond surrenders

The Neighborhood University Community Council (NUCC) wants
the entire community to work together to support healthy, responsible
decisions by SCSU students.
NUCC submitted a proposal Wednesday to the Minnesota Join
Together Coalition to Reduce Underage Drinking (MJT) with a plan to
look at what is happening in the residential neighborhoods surrounding campus and the downtown area. The MJT awarded $7,500 to St.
Cloud to address the underage drinking problem.
Members include students, residents, university faculty and administrators, law enforcement, a City Council member and the hospital
industry to try and find a solution to the problem. The group plans to
meet on the first Thursday of every month.

A 48-hour standoff near Washington, D.C.’s National Mall between
a disgruntled farmer and police ended peacefully today when the
man surrendered.

National Guard protects water facilities
Minnesota National Guard members have been deployed to stand
guard at the state’s nuclear plants, refineries and water intake facilities.
Security is tighter than ever to protect against possible terrorist retaliation for war in Iraq.
Governor Pawlenty asked the troops to stand guard after conferring
with U.S. Homeland Security Director Tom Ridge and local safety
officials.
Armed with M-16 rifles and 9-mm pistols, Army National Guard
members are now posted throughout the Minneapolis Water Works
Plant in Fridley around the clock, seven days a week. It is not known
how long they will stand guard.
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Dwight Watson, 50, of Whitakers, N.C., had been protesting the
government’s farm policies. He left the tractor he had driven into a
pond near Washington's monuments at noon Monday. He backed
away with his hands raised and was taken into custody.
Police said Watson claimed to have explosives, but a preliminary
search of the tractor and the surrounding area after his surrender
turned up no explosives and no weapons.
U.S. Park Police Chief Theresa Chambers said Watson had a permit
to demonstrate near the Washington Monument from March 16-22,
but the permit did not include the area where he drove his tractor
into the pond.

Florida men charged for alligator theft
Two men were arrested on charges of stealing young alligators from
a moat around a miniature golf course in Clearwater, Fla.
Brett Lassetter Clark, 21, and Philip Andrew Bryant, 19, were
charged Tuesday with one count each of burglary and grand theft,
though police said they are certain they are responsible for the thefts
of the remaining four alligators, each about three to four feet long, in
December.
Police said Clark and Bryant face up to 20 years in prison. They are
being held at the Pinellas County jail, and a bond amount had not yet
been set.
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Calendar of

Events

TODAY
■ “What’s Wrong with
American Indian Whaling?”
philosophical talk, 3:30-5 p.m.
in Brown Hall, Room 115. Free.
■ “City of Lost Children”
movie, 8 p.m. in the Atwood
Theatre. Free.
■ Meatout 2003 sample food
and learn about veganism/vegetarianism and animal rights, 11
a.m.-3 p.m. near the Atwood
coffee shop. Free.
■ Vernal Equinox

FRIDAY
■ Vegetarian, Please a group of
vegetarians and local vendors
will be speaking and handing out
information about the vegetarian
diet, 11:30 a.m.-1 p.m. in the
Atwood Little Theatre. Free.
■ Japan Night 2003 will present their culture through song,
dance, comedy, karate and food,
5 p.m.-9 p.m. in the Atwood
Ballroom. Cost is $8 for SCSU
students; adults, staff and faculty
$11.
■ Benito Juarez Birthday
(Mexico)
■ Human Rights Day (S.
Africa)
■ Ostara (Wiccan)
■ Naw Ruz (Baha’i)

News
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Speakers help vulnerable
Julie Cronk
STAFF WRITER

Have you ever thought of our world as being
similar to the popular television show “Survivor,”
where people are competing to not be voted off the
island?
This perpetual, well-known television show that
has made its way into almost every American home,
was the derivation for the speakers in the Atwood
theatre on Wednesday.
“Survival of the Fittest” was taken to a new level
in the discussion held by Joan Collins-Marotte and
Maureen Gaedy. These women, whose professional
careers consist of helping those in need and also promoting community involvement with aid to these
basic needs, took the actual survival of the human
race to a whole new level. Questions like “Who is
considered the fittest?” and “Who is considered
most vulnerable?” opened up the discussion about
that to which these women devote their lives.
Collins-Marotte is the director of Caritas Family
Services, which is a division of programs of Catholic
Charities, a nonprofit organization that bases its
focus on social services that pertain to families and
children.
The organization is in no way connected to the
Catholic Church, but does use the ideas that derive
from the Catholic teachings. Catholic Charities is
also concerned with the economy that affects families and children. These economical issues range
from elections and budget cuts to unemployment
and lay-offs.
Another big part of Collins-Marotte’s job is finding enough food to help feed the less fortunate. Due
to the high numbers of needy, she said there is an
escalating need for donations of food. Recently, the
SCSU Boxing Club donated $500 towards the food
shelf of Catholic Charities. She stressed how any
type of donation, whether food or money, can con-

tribute to satisfying the needs of the less fortunate.
“Needing something as simple as food could
happen to anyone,” Collins-Marotte said, “it is not at
all a shameful thing.”
Along with Collins-Marotte, Maureen Gaedy,
director of the Greater Minnesota Program Service,
Goodwill/Easter Seals also advocates the need for
involvement.
Gaedy focused more on training the less fortunate for future job employment, but acknowledged
the same need for awareness and contributions that
Collins-Marotte stated.
Gaedy’s professional career involves working
with people from every part of the spectrum. She
feels strongly about the community coming together
to be more aware of the important need for job training for those people with serious mental illnesses
and low I.Q.’s.
She also said that due to the present economy, the
professional job market is downsizing, but at the
same time the everyday jobs such as janitorial, fast
food workers and other basic areas are increasing.
She hopes to prepare these people with problem
solving tactics to better themselves in the future.
“I would like to think of what I do is helping people climb the ladder out of poverty,” Gaedy said,
“but also let them know that they have safety nets
below them to catch them if they should happen to
fall.”
Gaedy also agreed with Collins-Marotte about
the need to feed the hungry. Gaedy promoted the
idea of feeding the needy as good business. Feeding
the hungry children not only helps them learn and
become healthy and strong, she said, but also gives
them the ambition to grow up strong and career orientated.
One main problem that both Collins-Marotte and
Gaedy clearly confirmed was the downsizing of
these nonprofit organizations. Everyday, nonprofits
are asked for more and more while they continue to
lose resources to cuts as the economy shifts down.

ADAM MASLOSKI/ASST. VISUALS EDITOR

Joan Collins-Marotte speaks at Women on
Wednesday about charitable services in
2003. Collins-Marotte is the director of
Caritas Family Services, which is a division
of programs of Catholic Charities.
Both women are trying to involve the community to
help keep these nonprofit organizations stay afloat.

ROTC staff shares thoughts on war
Joe Palmersheim
STAFF WRITER

With the events unfolding in the
Persian Gulf region, one would expect
the SCSU ROTC office to be bustling
with activity and movement.

However, the opposite is true, the
office remains quiet and calm.
Maj. David Getz, a 15-year Army
veteran, is in charge of the ROTC
office on the SCSU campus. When
asked for his opinions on what is
going on in the world, he was careful
to stress that the views he put forth

SATURDAY
■ 15th Annual Volleyball-AThon play in the overnight volleyball tournament to support the
Muscular Dystrophy
Association, 7 p.m.-7 a.m. in
Halenbeck Fieldhouse. Cost is
$30 per team.
■ Challenge Course
Facilitator Training recreation,
training begins March 22, 23, 29
& 30 at 8 a.m. in Halenbeck
Hall Challenge Course. Cost is
$50 for SCSU students.
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Master Sgt. Jeff Vos watches TV coverage of the events leading up
to the war with Iraq in the SCSU ROTC office in the basement of
Stewart Hall.

were his own opinions and not those
of the ROTC.
“We have a democratically elected
president,” Getz said, “and the military is controlled by civilians, which
most people don’t know. If I had
access to the information that
President Bush did, I could probably
give you a better answer.”
Although the ROTC will probably
not be affected by the upcoming war,
active duty members of the armed
forces will be. Getz, an active duty
Army Ranger from Roseau, Minn.,
used to teach desert warfare techniques.
“We’re going to conflict with Iraq
at this point and I will support
[President Bush] 100 percent,” he
said.
Another soldier who works in the
ROTC office had similar views to
those of Major Getz. Master Sgt. Jeff
Vos has been in the U.S. Army for 24
years and has been involved with the
ROTC for three years.
“Things have been pretty straightforward down here [in the ROTC
office],” Vos said. “We know what can
happen. You always know when you
sign on the dotted line what the possibilities are. Nobody wants to go to
war, but at the same time, with what
we do, that’s a chance we take.”

When asked what they thought of
the protests that had taken place in St.
Cloud and around the world, both men
voiced their support.
“That’s part of the reason we’re in
the Army — to protect the
Constitution,” Vos said. “They have a
right to protest however they want to.
Peaceful demonstrations, peaceful
protests, that’s part of the Constitution
and that’s why we’re in the Army.
Whether we take the same opinion
they do doesn’t really matter, but their
basic right to do that is part of what we
do and it’s why we do it.”
Getz also spoke approvingly of the
right to protest.
“It’s great, because that’s what our
country is famous for,” he said. “It’s
democracy, it’s freedom of speech and
people can say whatever they want
and do whatever they want. Soldiers
give their lives for that.”
When asked if he was worried
about being called up, Master Sgt. Vos
probably said it best.
“I wouldn’t say I’m worried,” he
said. “If you are in the military it can
always happen, so it’s always a possibility. You kind of just accept it, and if
you can’t, you are in the wrong business.”

Page 4
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Rally to show support for troops
Drew Sandholm
STAFF WRITER

As is evident in recent demonstrations, among other forms of activism,
public opinion on U.S. military action
against Iraq has been strongly voiced.
The “Books not Bombs” walkout
involved over approximately 500 students on the SCSU campus. An estimated 360 high schools, colleges and
universities joined SCSU in the antiwar demonstration. With over 10
SCSU student organizations in support of the current anti-war movements on the SCSU campus, the
movement is considered a success by
many.
With great numbers of individuals
speaking out against military action
and showing little support for the U.S.
■

military, some feel overwhelmed by
this seemingly dominant viewpoint.
The SCSU College Republicans,
however, are working to level the
playing field of public opinion.
“SCSU has been getting a lot of
press lately. It’s been ‘anti-this’ and
‘anti-that,’” said first year SCSU student and College Republicans cochair Billy Sajer. “We want to show
that we (the SCSU campus) are not
against everything. That there are
some different viewpoints on campus
besides those that get the most attention.”
The over 100 members of SCSU’s
College Republicans believe it their
goal to bring diversity of opinion to
SCSU, where the anti-war ideals seem
to prevail. In doing so, the College
Republicans have been often criticized

Continued from PAGE 1.

War
The Tomahawk cruise missile carries an
explosive half that size.
U.S. intelligence operatives had been in
Baghdad and other parts of Iraq for weeks, tracking the movements of senior Iraqi officials,
according to the administration official.
Air raid sirens sounded in the capital at dawn
and anti-aircraft fire and explosions were heard
across Baghdad, but calm appeared to return to
the city shortly after the initial strike.
The attack — far less massive than the strike
many thought would ignite the war — came after
a lengthy meeting between Bush and his national security advisers that began at 3:40 p.m. EST
Wednesday and broke up at 7:20 p.m.
In the end, presented with credible intelligence information suggesting that Saddam was
vulnerable, President Bush made the decision to
authorize the strike.
“They decided not to wait, to go after Saddam
Hussein now,” said Loren Thompson, a defense
analyst with well-placed sources in the Pentagon.
He said administration officials feared missing
an opportunity to kill Saddam.
And so, the second Gulf War — a preemptive
war everyone saw coming and no one could stop
— erupted at around 5:30 a.m. local time, 9:30
p.m. EST.
That was about 90 minutes after the 8 p.m.
Wednesday deadline set by the president for
Hussein’s capitulation passed without any indication that he had fled into exile.
Retired Air Force Gen. Charles A. Horner,
commander of all allied air power in the first
Gulf War, said the strike illustrated that U.S. military officials are determined not to be predictable.
But he said the larger, more powerful and sustained war was likely to start very soon. “You’ve
got to go on the ground to really convince the
Iraqis we mean business,” he said.
Tens of thousands of American and British
soldiers and Marines prepared to do just that,
rolling to within 100 yards of Iraq where they
remained throughout the day awaiting orders to
cross the border.
“Welcome to the front line,” Army Maj.
Frank McClary told officers from the 3rd
Infantry Division as they stood at a breach in the
fence that separates Kuwait and Iraq.
No Iraqis were visible and a U.N. guard post

and branded “pro-war.”
“No one is for war. No one wants
that,” Sajer said. “We just want to support America. We want to support
freedom. We want to support our
troops.”
Pro-war or not, the College
Republicans will be traveling to the
capitol in St. Paul this Saturday for a
troop support rally. Although not affiliated with the rally, they will be traveling to the capitol in support of its
cause.
Titled “Liberate Iraq, Support Our
Troops,” the rally is a nonprofit, nonpartisan event established to show
support of American troops in protecting Americans, American freedom
and to support liberating the Iraqi people.
It is organized by the same man

about 500 yards across the flat, featureless border
appeared abandoned. Dozens of Bradley fighting
vehicles and Humvees idled nearby. Large
American flags flapped in the desert wind.
A few miles away, soldiers of the 101st
Airborne Division completed a pre-combat ritual: They shaved their heads. “That means they
are locked, loaded and ready,” said Army
spokesman Max Blumenfeld. “This is their DDay.”
U.S. officers said Army engineers cutting
holes in the border fence were startled when two
Iraqi soldiers surrendered well before hostilities
began. The Pentagon reported that at least 17
Iraqis surrendered to allied forces rather than face
U.S. forces.
Throughout Kuwait U.S. troops stepped up
preparations against early Iraqi attacks on staging
areas, sabotage of Iraqi oilfields and possible terrorist attacks. At Camp Virginia, 45 miles from
the border, concern grew over a possible attack
by Iraqi missiles. Many of the 7,000 soldiers
there became visibly tense.
“If we have a Scud attack tonight, we need to
meet back here after,” Col. John Gardner of the
7th Combat Support Group told his staff. “I need
to know you’re safe.”
Beginning Thursday, Air Force personnel on
bases in the region will be required to wear flak
jackets and helmets whenever they are not inside
secure buildings, according to Air Force Capt.
John Sheets. They already were carrying gas
masks, bio-chemical suits, field gear and antidotes for nerve agents.
In addition, 75 American oil-fire experts
began arriving in northern Kuwait in case
Saddam blows up the Rumailah oilfields in
southern Iraq. In 1991, his forces torched 700
Kuwaiti oil wells.
A towering sand storm blanketed the region
Wednesday, but U.S. Marine officers said it
would subside by mid-day Thursday. In any
event, it was not likely to be a “showstopper” if
Bush ordered a wider attack, one officer said.
Army Gen. Tommy Franks, the commander
of all allied forces in the Persian Gulf region,
returned Wednesday to his forward base in Qatar
after a meeting in Saudi Arabia. Throughout the
day, military planes roared north from Qatar’s
airfield, apparently bound on surveillance and
training missions.
Pre-invasion strikes on Iraqi artillery batteries
in southern Iraq intensified Wednesday as U.S.
planes used precision-guided bombs to attack 12
positions within range of allied forces.
About 10,000 armored and other vehicles
were mustered to roll into Iraq from Kuwait,

who started the increasingly visible
lawn signs of the same title. Joe Repya
is a retired Lt. Colonel of the U.S.
Army and is responsible for the
12,000 lawn signs that have been
quickly distributed nationwide. That
same theme will carry into the rally
Saturday.
“This event was organized for a
non-political environment to show
support for those volunteers to continue to serve our country, through good
times and bad,” Repya said.
Scheduled to kick off at noon, the
rally will last until 2 p.m. Minnesota
Gov. Tim Pawlenty will give the
keynote address with Congressmen
John Kline and Jim Ramstad also
scheduled to speak.
With over 15,000 people expected
to attend, the College Republicans is

the only student organization planning
on attending from SCSU. The
University of Minnesota, Twin Cities
and University of Saint Thomas
reportedly have between three and
five student organizations planning to
attend.
“Regardless of where you stand on
the war issue itself, it is in (the U.S.
soldiers’) best interest to show our
support for our troops,” said SCSU
sophomore and College Republicans
Chair Justin Byma.

For more information on Saturday’s
“Liberate Iraq, Support Our Troops”
rally and on the College Republicans
visit the group’s kiosk today, in the
Atwood Memorial Center’s main
lobby from 12-3 p.m.

JIM BARCUS/KANSAS CITY STAR

Urban Tactical training continued at Champion Main in Kuwait on Tuesday. Soldiers of
1st Battalion 325 AIR of the 82nd Airborne attacked a mock structure to prepare for
possible urban warfare inside of Iraq.
according to Maj. Gen. Buford Blount III, the 3rd
Infantry Division’s commander. Two hundred of
those vehicles could be lost to the rough terrain,
he said.
The Iraqi military has about 389,000 troops,
but U.S. Army officials believe that only the
15,000 elite Republican Guard troops may be
loyal enough to fight to the end.
U.S. officials believe thousands of others will
defect during the first hours of bombing.
“Some will defect immediately and go to
their homes,” said one Army official, who
requested anonymity. “Others will wait, knowing
that if they turn themselves in as POWs, they’ll
get a good meal.”
Standing at the border, the 3rd Infantry
Division’s McClary said his 1st Brigade Combat
Team would secure attack lanes. His soldiers also
were equipped with bridging equipment, needed
to cross two ditches dug on the Iraqi side of the
border.

“Once we cross here, we’re rolling,” said
McClary, 39, of Andrews, S.C. “Once we cross
the international border, it’s a fight from there.”
Apache Company of his 1st Brigade Combat
Team was assigned to push up to the border
fence, establish a defensive screen and wait for
the order.
“I don’t know whether to be excited or nervous,” Spec. David M. Beebe, 20, of Gadsden,
Ala., said as he sat atop an M113 armored personnel carrier. He used binoculars to scan the
other side of the border.
“Now, we are waiting for word from higher,”
said 1st Sgt. Michael “Todd” Hibbs, 36, of Boise,
Idaho.
As darkness fell and sentries took to their
posts, Hibbs sent a final message of the night to
his troops. He told them to get some rest.
“You’re going to need it tomorrow,” he said.
“We’ve got some long days coming up.”

News
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Discussion blasts war in Iraq
Amanda Degen
STAFF WRITER

With the then unknown beginning
of the battle between U.S. and Iraqi
forces mere hours away, a discussion
to share feelings and beliefs about the
war was held in the College of
Education lounge Wednesday at 1
p.m.
A group of about 15 faculty members and students gathered together
yesterday, although the topics discussed came mainly from a group of
six faculty and staff members; Jesse
Benjamin, Polly Kellog, Sneh Kalie,
Julie Andrzejewski and Manijeh
Daneshpour.
Topics covered the war, imperialism and globalization, the effects of
war on children, safe travel and a variety of political and social issues
involving countries such as Iraq,
Bangladesh, North Korea and China
and countries in Africa.
“Saddam offered to hand power
over to his son and in the next few
years provide a platform for a democratic election, as well as providing
increased access to Iraq’s oil supply
and yet Bush turned down this offer.
Why?” asked Benjamin. “It’s all about
different forms of global domination,
especially U.S. domination. Bush is
using this extremist form of domination to control other countries. He has
no pretense to world laws, and he’s
■

brazen, rude and does whatever he
wants.”
Many of those involved in the discussion were from various parts of the
world. Each talked about how the war
and the U.S. played effects on themselves and their own families.
“As a new American, I gave up citizenship in one country to gain it in
another for the purposes of participating in society, because I felt it was not
fair to live in a country and not participate,” Daneshpour said. “My citizenship came through fifteen days before
9-11, and I’ve discovered that democracy here is still weak. I could go on
the street and scream aloud and people
in my former country would ignore
me.
“I thought in America that would
all be different, but I’ve discovered the
same thing. People still don’t listen.”
Focus was heavy on education, not
only in the university system, but also
at high school and elementary levels.
Social studies books and history books
are inaccurate, and those who control
what is written in them hold more
power than ever realized, because they
are the first items to be censored. The
American people have been bombarded by ‘United We Stand’ just a little
too much, they said.
“It’s a lot like Bowling For
Columbine and we definitely need to
stop with all the fear business,”
Kellog said. “I talk to my students

Continued from PAGE 1.

Reaction
“Obviously I’m worried about my parents, because I don’t want anything to happen to them,” said Megan LaChance, SCSU
first year student, “but at the same time I
think the Iraqi people should be free because
(Saddam Hussein) is so oppressive. At the
same time I think we’re going about it the
wrong way, because from what it seems so
far, it’s all about Bush and trying to get back
for what his father did. He’s basically fighting his father’s war.”
Kara Hjelle, also in her first year at
SCSU, was living in Saudi Arabia during the
first war. She had a rather unique perspective on the events.
“I remember the bomb craters and the
damage from the bombs,” she recalled of the
first Gulf War. Hjelle went on to say that
she had an uncle who was in the Middle East

“I like the coverage and
everything, but I don’t think
(the media) should capitalize
on it so much. It’s not a good
thing and it’s like they’re
exploiting it.”
Dave Jones
FIRST YEAR SCSU STUDENT

about how crazy it all was in the
1950s: having to duck and cover, and
everyone building bomb shelters. We
can’t think when we’re afraid; we
haven’t even had a real debate over the
war yet. The establishment is split
deeply on war, including the state
department and the military. I’ve been
checking the Euro press, and it’s not
about weapons or Hussein or any of
that. It’s all about the oil.”
Oil and power were frequent issues
in the discussion. With the Middle
East containing millions of dollars in
oil and local gas prices on the rise,
many saw close ties between that and
the war. There were also accusations
that the U.S. always involves force
and military might as the government’s method for working through
international relations.
It was mentioned that the United
States is also the only country to have
ever used nuclear weapons on other
countries, at a time when it wasn’t
really necessary, but to “experiment.”
“This nation has the most destructive weapons, three times of that compared to the rest of the world and
we’re the only country to use them,
based on racist intentions,” Benjamin
said. “But we use that ‘we care about
people’ stance to justify our actions,
which is just clever manipulation and
sly propaganda. (Sept. 11) has just
provided justification for everything,
and it’s just clever language to con-

in combat.
Most of the students University
Chronicle interviewed were too young to
remember the first Gulf War in January 1991
or the images from television the first night
of the war. For those who did remember, last
night’s imagery brought back memories.
“I remember the nighttime gunfire,” said
Dave Mallman, an SCSU sophomore. The
night gunfire to which Mallman is referring
was broadcast during the first night of the
war, taken by a night vision camera, of the
anti-aircraft fire over the city of Baghdad.
Students also seemed to speak of the
actions approvingly, as if they were just glad
to have a clear course of action in front of
them.
“I think we’re finally doing it,” said
Steve Mages, another first year student.
“We’ve been waiting for them to go in and
get Saddam. I’m just glad they are finally
going in there and taking care of stuff. It’s
cool.”
Dave Jones, another first year student,
said that he “hoped we wouldn’t go to war,
but it’s happening and there’s nothing we
can do. Now we just have to support the
troops.”
When asked whether or not having so
much information was a good thing, most of
those interviewed said that they approved of
knowing what was going on. Others said
that our enemies could use this information
against our own forces, but most simply
liked to know what was going on.
“I like the coverage and everything, but I
don’t think they should capitalize on it so
much,” Jones said. “It’s not a good thing,
and it’s like their exploiting it. I like the
information, but I hope it doesn’t get too
graphic.”

JASON RISBERG/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

With approximately six hours left on President Bush’s deadline for
Saddam Hussein to leave Iraq, a group of mostly faculty members
who were opposed to a possible war with Iraq discussed what a war
would mean for both people in the U.S. and in the Middle East.
From right to left, Prof. Lalita Subrahmanyan, Prof. Manijeh
Daneshpour and Prof. Julie Andrzejewski.
vince the public of our unending
goodness and that America is the
best.”
Although no solution was found to
solve the complexity of the approaching war, a greater understanding and
awareness was reached by all of those

who attended.
“I just think of the international
peace movement held on February 15,
when 30 million people partook in a
spontaneous uprising, and that gives
me hope,” Kellog said.
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Peace demonstrations need
refreshing for effectiveness
It was only a matter of hours ago that the U.S. went
to war with Iraq.
It was only a matter of days ago that protesters were
opposing war and demonstrating as much peace as they
possibly could in order to fight the inevitable.
We have an infinite amount of future in front of us
and a different plan of action must be taken.
We are actually at war now; it’s not just a possibility
or a fear--it is a reality.
So instead of complaining, worrying or presenting
more peace demonstrations, the time has come to give
our display of thoughts and feelings a makeover.
This is not a message to hinder expression.
Complain, express concern and worry as much as it
does to keep a person healthy, but our message to the
general public is simple: we need to promote a different kind of peace.
Instead of opposing war so boisterously and complaining about Bush more, people should come together in this time of need. There are many soldiers for
whom we all need to have lots of hope; there are many
families worldwide that are going to be affected by the
events that have taken place and may follow; there are
countries at war right now and instead of falling apart
about it, we need to be positive and come together to
support one another.
So rather than protesting or taking more actions that
publicly oppose war, every person should take out time
in their day to at least think about all the people who
are in need of support. Talking to a coworker, a friend
or a relative about what can be done to remedy the situation rather than what can be done to oppose it will be
much more peaceful and effective than any public
rebellion.
We are at war; whether we like it or not, that’s the
way it is. It’s time we show support for our troops and
see that they make it back as safely as possible and
hope that this war comes to an end in as little time as
possible. These are our citizens, our spouses, our children, our relatives, our friends and our acquaintances
out there; let’s show them that we have faith in them,
we are proud of them for being so courageous and that
we can’t wait for their return.
The opinions expressed on the Commentary and Opinions pages are not
necessarily those of the college, university system or student body.

Squirrel population out of hand
This is getting way out of hand.
Little beasts are beginning to
threaten SCSU students as they
walk to class every day. They climb
down from trees, jump at you in the
wink of an eye and come closer and
closer to human beings than ever
thought possible. They’re becoming
more confident and self-assured.
It’s as if these rabid animals are getting smarter by the day.
Of course I’m talking about the
squirrel population that has taken
over this campus.
Even though they’ve always hidden behind the shadows like
Batman, squirrels have evolved into
something else. It’s like they’re
Teenage Mutant Ninja Rodents, but
without the guidance of Splinter.
They’ve evolved so much
around this area that they’ve begun
to attack humans. They are the
predator and we are now the prey.
Yesterday I nearly stepped on
one of the bug-eyed little critters. I
heard scratching on the pavement
and as I looked down, I jumped
back in fear because this ugly thing
was so close to me. As I jumped
away, the squirrel leapt at me with
an angry scowl. I swear the little
creature with the bushy tail was
even foaming at the mouth.
All of this happened in what
seemed like slow motion. I couldn’t
believe what was happening. I
could’ve been on “When Squirrels
Attack.” No doubt FOX is already
looking into that exciting show possibility.
As the ugly thing was in the air I

ANDY
RENNECKE
STAFF
ESSAY
stuck my foot out in a last ditch
defense attempt. What else could I
have done, got down on the ground
and wrestled with it?
The squirrel stuck its paws out
and hit the bottom of my shoe and
landed on the ground. After that it
ran away and began to emit some
kind of a high-pitched squeal. Yes,
that’s right, a squeal. I had no idea
that squirrels even made sounds
until this incident. As it ran up a
telephone pole it continued to make
this sound.
Apparently I had scarred it for
life. The squeal must be some kind
of new communication system that
they’ve invented as they’ve
evolved. I ran away in fear because
I thought that other squirrels heard
this plea and were waiting to jump
from the branches above.
After this fracas I was shaken
myself. Never before had I been
attacked by a squirrel. There were
some other occurrences with a cat
and an ostrich when I was little, but
that’s a completely different story. I
come from a rural area where squirrels run away at the first sight of a
human.

Around campus they’re so used
to being around people that they
come right up to you and could
practically eat a walnut right out of
your hand. They do eat walnuts,
right?
I hate that they keep getting
closer and closer. I’d rather run into
a rhinoceros than have another runin with a squirrel. While they may
look furry and cute to you, they
freak me out like Michael Bolton’s
voice does to middle-aged men all
over America.
So what can we do about this
squirrel infestation? I say we all go
back to our youth and carry a sling
shot with a hard projectile in your
pocket. It’s like your channeling
your inner Dennis the Menace,
except you’re getting rid of another
menace.
The next time you see a squirrel,
rock back on the sling shot and let
that projectile fly. That will let the
squirrels of SCSU know that we
will not back down. It’s time to take
back the sidewalks, people.
Otherwise we’ll continue to let
squirrels attack and run our lives.
I’m sick of living in fear. Why
must I walk to school every day and
continue to look behind brush and
into the treetops to see if I’m being
watched by a bunch of enormous
rats. This is why the proposal of
fighting back is the only way to rid
ourselves of these pests.
Whatever you do, don’t make
any sudden movements. You never
know what might set them off.

Marxists behind protest
GORDIE

LOEWEN

STAFF
COLUMN

Protests integral
part of democracy
The United States is once again on the march
towards war. This time, like most of the others,
peace activists have been able to speak out about
their opposition before full engagements actually
begin. Unfortunately, the ruling elites of the
world’s superpowers seem hard of hearing.
Hundreds of people marched through campus
last week in opposition to war. Many students at
SCSU have decided that they cannot support a
war with Iraq at this time. I am one of those people.
In my work and while expressing my opinions, I have noticed very hostile opposition to my
anti-war viewpoints. Most of the time people take
issue with my views because they presume that
because I oppose war, I don’t support American
troops.
Nothing could be further from the truth. Many
people are protesting war because they don’t
want anyone to die—American or Iraqi, civilian
or soldier. When governments declare war, their
citizens die. Many of these citizens are soldiers.
Many other people have suggested to me that
there is no point to protesting. These people think
that if I protest war in Iraq it will have no effect
and only serve to prove me a bad American. To
them, I submit that nothing makes me a better
American than going out of my way to tell the
whole world what I think.
There may be some merit to the argument that
protests aren’t working. George W. has repeatedly stated that he will, “not let the security of our
nation be dictated by protestors.” To this I would
ask, why not? Aren’t we citizens in a country that
espouses representative democracy?
Protests are a vital portion of the democratic
process. They are designed to tell our elected
officials what we think. For many people,
protests are the only way to feel like they are contributing to their society and government.
If Bush isn’t going to listen to the cries of protestors, the international community will. For
many protestors, speaking out at various rallies is
the only way to show the international community that not all Americans support their government’s war efforts. Many of us do not want to be
categorized as simply Americans because that
term includes George W. Bush and others that are
beating the drums of war.
At this point, it looks like protestors may do
well to focus their efforts of UN resolution 377.
Essentially, invoking action under the resolution
would require the UN’s general assembly to vote
on whether the United State’s aggression in Iraq
is in violation of international law.
But the best argument in favor of demonstrating or protesting anything is that it is our right in
this country. We must always remember that our
rights, like everything else, atrophy if not exercised.

Gordie Loewen can be reached
gloewen@universitychronicle.com

at

They blame America first, Marxist crowd
was at it again in the “Books Not Bombs”
strike. I say this not because every protester
hates the U.S. and are Marxist revolutionaries,
but because The National Youth and Student
Peace Coalition (www.nyspc.net/home.html),
the ones behind the march, are. Take a look at
their Web site—their propositions and
demands are unrealistic and sophomoric. They
have a right to speak, but they really should
stay in class and learn world history and international politics before demanding veteran
world leaders to act contrary to our national
interests. In addition, the organizers of many of
the peace rallies are affiliated with Marxism
and communism through ANSWER, the Not In
Our Name (NION) project and the Workers
World Party.
It is plain to see that Iraq is not cooperating
with UN resolutions and is a threat to our security. I invite everyone to look at the evidence as
sited by the Department of State, Department
of Defense, the White House (“A Decade of
Deception and Defiance” and “Apparatus of
Lies”), British intelligence (three publications
now), U.S. intelligence and our own representatives in H.J. Res. 114 “Authorization for Use
of Military Force Against Iraq.”
Our congressional and executive representatives have been elected to represent and protect us; it is up to every individual who wants
to be taken seriously to research the information that is available and decide for themselves
if they wish to follow our own elected officials
and the pages of documents regarding Iraqi
noncompliance and cruelty, or to believe in
organizations who hate the U.S.; or France,
Germany, Russia and China, who are following a course consistent with their own national
interests and do not live up to their own standards (see Ivory Coast, Chechnya, and Tibet).
There wasn't a lot of protest when we went
into Kosovo for humanitarian reasons to protect Albanian Muslims from Christian Serbs;
but now that we face a regime that not only has
a record of crimes against humanity, but also
poses a threat to our national security, we hear
a pacifist outcry from the left.

Chad Greskowiak
Political Science

Palmersheim shows bias
You hear the term “liberal media” strewn
around more than ever these days. The truth is,
it describes SCSU’s University Chronicle. I am
appalled by Joe Palmersheim’s article
“Walkout Unites SCSU.” According to
Palmersheim’s article, 500 students walked out
on Tuesday, which is 2.9 percent of the total
students enrolled at SCSU. This indicates that
97.1 percent of the students were supportive of
the Bush administration. I hardly call 500 students “uniting” at SCSU. On second thought,
Joe was right. The SCSU students did unite.
97.1 percent of them rallied for support of the
Bush administration.
People like George Bush and his administration are the reason why people like
Palmersheim are allowed to express their opinion. Whether it’s an uninformed opinion (like
Joe’s) or a bold fact, we as Americans are
allowed to express our opinions. It’s our First
Amendment right. The people of Iraq do not

have this luxury. If the people of Iraq express
an opinion that is against Saddam and his
regime they risk having their tongue cut out, or
even worse—death.
Joe’s article went on to say, “A small, unorganized counter protest of about 10 people
proved itself to be merely an annoyance,
yelling insults and singing an off-key rendition
of I'm Proud to Be an American.” Joe, the song
“Proud to Be an American” is an annoyance to
you? I mentioned some of the rights we have as
Americans. Maybe, Joe, you should extend one
more of those rights. Extend your right to
leave!

Andrew Cruz-Moores
Class of ’97
I'm responding to an article I read in the
University Chronicle about the student protest
called “Books Not Bombs.”
I have two questions. The first is: what the
heck is “Books Not Bombs” supposed to
mean? Did any of the liberals who came up
with this campaign actually think that slogan
through, or does it just make them feel better
when they say it? I fail to see how a military
campaign can be won by dropping books, as I
believe that bombs are far more effective at
killing enemy soldiers and destroying buildings.
My second question is this. Did the editors
of the Chronicle not notice any obvious bias in
the article by Mr. Palmersheim? I quote from
the article: “A small, unorganized counter
protest of about 10 people proved itself to be
merely an annoyance, yelling insults and
singing an off-key rendition of ‘I'm Proud to
Be an American.’” Palmersheim also refers to
the counter-protesters as a “source of amusement.” Palmersheim's sneering distaste for the
counter-protesters is quite evident. His loaded
language (annoyance, amusement, off-key) is
perfectly suitable for a commentary article, but
not for a supposed factual news account of an
event.
I ask the “Books Not Bombs” protesters to
come up with a more intelligent slogan and I
ask the Chronicle to please not allow its
reporters to paint their articles with their biases, liberal, conservative or otherwise. Please be
more professional in the future, okay?

Daniel Scott Gates
Class of 2001, Public Administration
(Joe Palmersheim’s) remarks are a key
example of why university and liberal newspapers are not taken seriously and not looked at
as a real source for news. A reporter is supposed to be fair and balanced—not picking a
side, just reporting the facts. This article was
well written until the writer chose to take a
shot at the protesters who were there to support
their country and those who lead it. In this
country do their voices hold no weight? Now
how I feel about the war is not a concern here,
but it is an attempt to show that reporters have
an important role. That is to tell the story, not
elaborate with his opinion. If that is what
Palmersheim wants to do I suggest that he
move to the opinions section, where I would
welcome his point of view.

Christopher Thomas
Junior, Recreation

Send your letters to letters@universitychronicle.com or drop them off at Stewart Hall 13.
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Protestors need
different tactics
While it is a necessary right of every
American to be free to express his or her views in
a peaceful manner, it is difficult to find any merit
in the actions or goals of the “peace” protest that
took place prior to the break.
This lack of merit stems from movement
leaders that want credibility. From the outside
looking in, it is all but impossible to differentiate
between the sincere and the real, louder crazies.
And the sincere either choose not to keep the
protest on message or are afraid to do so. By
their silence, the sincere give the impression of
agreement with the utterly anti-American messages usually taken on by protests of that nature.
It is tough to win people over to your side
when your best arguments are nothing but
Donahue sound bites, and Michael Moorish
equivalencies that alienate anyone with a sense
of reason. The protesters that scream obscenities,
call our troops murderers, and label our President
a terrorist should take full responsibility for pushing several of the marchers away from their
cause to join the counter-protesters.
The SCSU protest was no different from
other protests worldwide. Every demonstration
that has taken place has brought together people
from every fringe leftist movement, to shout with
one voice, not arguments against the war, but
accusations against the President.
You see it’s not that the protesters hate war,
but the fact that they loathe the President that
unites them. They hate the President, and his
policy so much that would rather align themselves with the Butcher of Baghdad so long as
they do not support our President, or our troops,
which would be worse.
It is entirely possible to argue against the war
on reasoned grounds, but the protesters do no
such thing. I was assured by one misguided individual that the protest showed that more people
care about the anti-war movement, evident in the
turnout (which organizers severely overstated)
and that, by extension, my position on the war is
wrong. I ask, how do feelings prove the validity
of an argument? Why should that convince people that the anti-war movement is, in fact, the
moral high ground?
It shouldn’t. And forgive me if I am not convinced that the “peace” movement has any merit.
The arguments for regime change in Iraq have
been made, but they have not been countered.
By the time this column goes to print, this
debate will likely be moot, the war will have
begun, and if not, it soon will. I wish Godspeed,
fair winds and following seas to my former
brothers-in-arms of the United States Marines, to
my younger brother, due in the desert within a
few weeks and to all of our troops, without whom
we could not enjoy the security and liberty that
we sometimes take for granted. Thanks. God
bless you.

Justin Byma can be reached
jbyma@universitychronicle.com

at
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Metro ends
Huskies’
dream year
Men’s basketball team
loses in second round
of NCAA tourney
despite valiant effort
Andy Rennecke
SPORTS EDITOR

KEARNEY, NEB. – All good
things must come to an end.
The SCSU men’s basketball team
wanted to end their 2002-03 season on
the highest note possible with a trip to
the Elite Eight in Lakeland, Fla.
However, their surprise season ended
last Saturday with a hard-fought 75-63
loss to defending Division II national
champion Metropolitan State at the
Health & Sports Center on the
University of Nebraska-Kearney (pronounced car-knee) campus.
The loss in the second round of the
North Central Regional semifinals
ended the Huskies (26-5) best season
since their 1987-88 campaign.
Things looked bleak for SCSU
right off the bat as Metro State
employed a smothering press and
tenacious perimeter defense to irritate
the Husky offense. The Roadrunners
forced 10 first half SCSU turnovers
and ran out to a large 32-19 lead at the
half.
Metro shot 46 percent in the first
and used 15 points from junior guard
Luke Kendall to their advantage. The
Huskies shot a putrid 33 percent and
were hit hard on the boards being outrebounded 18-13. They were also hurt
by their mistakes as the runners up in
the Rocky Mountain Athletic
Conference outscored SCSU 16-6 in
points off turnovers.
“In the first half we were on our
heels,” SCSU point guard Alex
Carlson said. “Their double teams and
defense attacked us. We weren’t getting good shots because of that.”
“They really extended things and

got after you high out on the court,”
senior forward Jason Kron said. “The
NCC is a physical conference, but
more so inside. They were physical all
over. Their quickness and length gave
us trouble. We just could not get the
ball inside. We were forced to play on
the perimeter the whole time. That
limited any good looks in the first
half.”
Despite their worst first half output
of the year, the Huskies responded in
the second with the true grit that had
defined their season. Trailing by as
much as 16 early in the second, the
Huskies began to make their move
midway through the half. St. Cloud cut
Metro’s lead to single digits when
Kron connected on a three-pointer
with 8:54 remaining to make the score
51-42.
However, just like they had the
entire game, the Roadrunners responded every time the Huskies tried to get
back into the game. Kendall connected
on a jumper the very next time down
the floor to build the lead back to double digits. SCSU would get as close as
four points on three occasions, the last
being when sixth man Nate Miller
nailed one from downtown with :53.4
seconds left to make it 67-63. SCSU
wouldn’t score the rest of the way
though as Metro hit their free throws
and the Huskies couldn’t connect on
any desperation shots.
Kron said that Metro’s experience
in the NCAA postseason was evident
with the way they wouldn’t relinquish
the lead.
“Their
experience
showed
throughout the game,” Kron said.
“They made the plays when they had
to. We tried to change the tempo of the
game in the second half. We forced
some turnovers which jumpstarted our
offense. Getting the tempo into our
favor helped us. If we could have
adjusted a little earlier maybe the
game would have had a different outcome.”
“They had the momentum at the
end of the game,” Metro head coach
Mike Dunlap said. “We just held them
off. God knows what the outcome of
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Quote:

“The majority of people we talked to liked the
idea of a digital, futuristic bird in flight.They
thought the falcon should be in attack mode, just
like our team."
-Dick Sullivan,Atlanta Falcons Executive Vice
President of Marketing on his team’s new logo.

ADAM MASLOSKI/ASST. VISUALS EDITOR

The Husky men’s basketball team hoists their trophy after winning the Wells Fargo NCC championship
game, 88-78 over the University of Nebraska-Omaha on Mar. 8. SCSU advanced to the second round
of the NCAA tournament before losing to Metropolitan State, 75-63.
the game would have been if there
were five more minutes left in that
game.”
Kron, in his final game as a Husky,
led the way with a valiant 26-point,
13-rebound performance. Miller

added 13 points and Forrest Witt, also
in his finale for SCSU, had 10.
Center Lester Strong led Metro
with 23 points and 14 rebounds. There
was no one for the Huskies to match
the physicality and athleticism of both

Strong and forward Patrick Mutombo,
who had 11 points.
“They didn’t have a Lester
tonight,” Dunlap said.
■

Go to NCAA’s PAGE 13.
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Grapplers
garner
honors
Ryan K. Dale
STAFF WRITER

BLAIR SCHLICHTE/ VISUALS EDITOR

SCSU forward Joe Jensen tries to get the puck by the University of Minnesota’s Travis Weber Mar. 7 at the National Hockey Center. The
Huskies lost to the Gophers that Friday 5-3 and skated to a 1-1 tie on Saturday.

SCSU still holding out
hope for a miracle to
make NCAA tourney
Bobby Hart
STAFF WRITER

The University of MinnesotaDuluth Bulldogs put a sharp thorn in
the SCSU men’s hockey team’s hopes
of returning to the NCAA tournament
for the fourth straight year by taking
the best of a three-game series (5-4, 23, 7-3) at the Duluth Entertainment
and Convention Center last weekend.
The Bulldogs got some revenge on
SCSU, who have eliminated UMD in
the first round two of the last three
years, and prevented the Huskies from
adding onto their league record of
seven straight WCHA Final Five
appearances.
Those 4,000-plus fans that left
their swimsuits and Hawaiian shirts in
the closets and grabbed their hockey
jerseys for a trip to Duluth, were
rewarded with two nailbiters to start
the series.
On Friday night the Huskies had a
bad case of deja-vu when they found
themselves in a scoring controversy,
which resembled that of the Nov. 22
game when the teams met at the
DECC. The flashback resembled the
incident when UMD’s Tim Stapleton
fired a shot past Moreland that
Bulldog players and coaches said
crossed the line after they watched the
tape, but the goal was ruled off and the
Huskies escaped with a 3-2 win.
This time the Huskies were on the
opposite side of the scandal and it just
may have cost them the game. UMD’s

Brett Hammond fired a shot off the
right post behind Husky goalie Jason
Montgomery. It skidded along the line
at the beginning of the third period.
Play resumed for about five seconds
until the light finally went on and the
goal was ruled. The goal was later
viewed on tape in the SCSU locker
room after the game. Sources say the
wrong call was made.
Although the Huskies nipped their
way back from three consecutive
UMD goals in the second period, they
didn’t have enough juice to finish the
comeback. Senior Jon Cullen scored
twice in the game.
With their backs against the wall
on Saturday night, the Huskies
responded with a 3-2 overtime win
thanks to Mike Doyle. In overtime,
Nate Write, who is a walk on transfer
from UND, recorded his first point as
a Husky when he dumped a pass off
the boards to Ryan Malone. Malone
found himself on a two-on-one with
Doyle and UMD defenseman Neil
Petruic. The senior, who was switched
from the first to the third line in the
second period, faked a shot and backhanded a pass to the left side of the net.
At the last second he gave it to Doyle,
who gave the Huskies life for another
day.
“Malone is a great offensive player
and that takes a lot of pressure off us,”
Doyle said. “We can get him the puck
and go to the net with a stick on the ice
and he’ll make something happen, like
on that last goal.”
With Eastman out with an ankle
injury, Write found himself in the
biggest game of his career.
“Going into overtime I was the
most nervous kid on the ice,” Write
said.“This is my fourth game with the

team, and to step into a do-or-die game
was awesome. I’m just glad I got a
chance to help the team and that’s the
bottom line.”
Sunday night was a different story
altogether. UMD would hand the
Huskies their most lopsided loss of the
season with a 7-3 stomping.
Malone tried the best he could to
keep the Huskies in it with his two
goals, including the first of the game,
but UMD’s freshman goaltender Isaac
Reichmuth was too much for the
Huskies. Although he had only 22
saves, many of them were miraculous.
“It was the beginning of the second
period that killed us again, just like on
Friday night,” Dahl said. “Being there
seven years in a row in the Final Five,
more than anyone else, this doesn’t
feel good at all.”
Reichmuth played in Friday
night’s game, but was replaced by
senior Rob Anderson on Saturday.
Anderson made 37 saves. UMD head
coach Scott Sandelin was faced with a
tough goalie situation, but in the end
he went with the goalie who got his
team there.
“Believe me, I had a lot going
through my head last (Saturday night
and Sunday morning), but it’s a great
problem to have because they both
played so well,” Sandelin said.
“(Reichmuth) makes the big saves
when we need them, and it wasn’t any
different tonight.”
Although Dahl and his players
seemed positive the season was over
after the loss on Sunday, there remains
a small ray of hope. At least enough
for the team to hold practices
Thursday through Saturday night.
If SCSU moves up one spot in the
Pairwise rankings, and there are no

major upsets for automatic qualifiers,
the Huskies would be in the tournament despite their late season spill and
early WCHA playoff exit.
The Pairwise rankings are based
on a complex mathematical equation
that has successfully predicted the
NCAA Tournament participants since
1998. The first round exit dropped the
Huskies from No. 12, to a tie with
Providence at No. 15 (a tie-breaker in
which the Huskies win because of
sweep against the Friars earlier this
season). The national tournament contains the top 16 teams, however two of
those 16 bids will go to automatic
qualifiers who win the College
Hockey America (CHA) and the
Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference
(MAAC) championships.
A new card was brought to the
table this year that may help the
Huskies in the NCAA’s new “bonus”
rule for quality nonconference wins.
The Huskies scrapped up one this season when they defeated Ferris State.
This weekend will determine if that’s
enough to move them up.
The Huskies may as well buy
voodoo dolls with Michigan State
(No. 14), Ohio State (No.13) or
Harvard (No. 12) jerseys. They will
need one of those teams to lose for any
hope of possibly overtaking their
spots. None of those games will matter
though if UMD, Brown, Northern
Michigan, Notre Dame or Dartmouth
win their postseason tournament and
gain an automatic bid. That would
shoot down any chance for SCSU.
The 16-team field for the NCAA
tournament will be announced at 4:30
p.m. Sunday on ESPN2. The Huskies
will be waiting, and hoping for a miracle.

The Husky grapplers defied all
odds and critics last weekend at the
NCAA D-II Championships by finishing in the top-10 and having three
wrestlers earn All-American honors
in Wheeling, W.Va. The Huskies
ninth place finish is the third highest
in school history and their best finish
since head coach Steve Grimit took
over 10 years ago.
Matt Neumueller believes that
Grimit and the rest of the coaches are
some of the biggest factors in SCSU’s
finish. “All year long he has been
pushing us and making us work harder,” Neumueller said. “I don’t think I
would have won the third place match
if it wasn’t for him. He kept pushing
me and encouraging me.”
At the national championships,
Dustin Darveaux had his best showing, finishing second after dropping
the championship to his long-time
rival Les Sigmen (UNO) 6-0 in the
finals. To reach the final, Darveaux
won his first three matches.
“Dustin had a great year and all of
his hard work paid off,” Neumueller
said. “I was excited that he got his
third All-American honor, but I know
he would rather of finished first.”
Neumueller had by far his finest
year of his career in 2002-03 at 165
pounds. “It was pretty awesome,”
Neumueller said. “Having the three
tri-captains take home All-American
honors really shows the true character
of this team. I’m just glad I was able
to finish in third place and be mentioned in the same sentence as
[Darveaux] and [Duncombe].”
Neumueller leaves SCSU as an
All-American after his third place finish. But it wasn’t as easy as it seemed.
He lost his opening round match 5-0
to Greg Chirielseion (Colorado
School of Mines). From there he
would have to fight his way through
the consolation bracket to reach the
third place match. In the wrestlebacks
Neumueller took out Derek Donelson
(Indianapolis) 6-5, then beat NCC
rival Tyler Brandt (SDSU), who had
defeated Neumueller 2-1 in the semifinals of the NCC tournament in
Fargo, N.D., two weeks ago.
“That was my most exciting
match of my career,” Neumueller
said. “It went into double overtime
and if I lost I wouldn’t have the
opportunity to be an All-American.”
Jon Duncombe has won AllAmerican honors in his first two seasons as a Husky at 174 pounds.
Duncombe finished second at the
national tournament while wrestling
at less than 100 percent.
Duncombe coasted his way to the
finals before dropping a heartbreaker,
3-2, to Frank Kuchera (UNK).
The Huskies finished the season
1-13 and 0-6 in the NCC.
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Huskies take NCC tourney
Andy Rennecke
SPORTS EDITOR

They did exactly what they were
expected to do.
The SCSU men’s basketball team
made easy work of the University of
Nebraska-Omaha Mavericks and
North Dakota State University Bison
in the Wells Fargo NCC Tournament
Mar. 7 and 8 at Halenbeck Hall. The
wins gained SCSU a No. 2 seed in the
NCAA North Central Region tournament. The University of NebraskaKearney earned the top seed and the
rights to host the tourney.
The then No. 22 Huskies used a
combination of strong second half
shooting, strong free throw shooting
and limiting turnovers to a minimum
in both games to lead them to their
second NCC tournament crown in
three years.
In Saturday’s 88-78 win in the
championship game against UNO, St.
Cloud fell behind early but began to
take control early in the second half.
After a 36-36 stalemate at halftime,
SCSU went into their locker room
unhappy with their performance.
“We went into halftime unhappy
with the intensity we had,” junior
point guard Alex Carlson said. “We
weren’t playing with a whole lot of
emotion. We weren’t playing with
emotion for the conference tournament championship. We just talked
about going out and laying it all out on
the line.”
“Coach (SCSU head coach Kevin
Schlagel) emphasized that we can’t be
lackadaisical,” senior guard Forrest
Witt said. “We wanted to win and I
think we responded tonight. We knew
we were already in the NCAA tournament, but that doesn’t mean we couldn’t go out hard and win another championship.”
SCSU did just that. They used 56
percent shooting in the second half to
their advantage and committed only
one turnover. They also hit 30 of 34
free throw attempts in the game.
“We eliminated the silly mistakes
in the second half,” forward Jason
■

Kron said.
The Huskies broke the game open
when Witt hit his fifth three-pointer of
the game with 14:38 remaining in the
second. It gave SCSU a 55-46 lead
and it seemed to take the wind out of
the Mavericks’ sails. UNO would get
no closer than six points the rest of the
way. The Huskies built their largest
lead with 6:57 left when sixth man
Nate Miller connected on a pull-up
jumper that gave his team a 73-61
advantage.
“They came out with a lot of energy in the second half,” UNO head
coach Kevin McKenna said. “They
took control of the game. We couldn’t
get anything going.”
Witt, the tourney MVP, finished
with 24 points. Although he had been
struggling prior to the tournament having not hit a trey in four straight
games, UNO knew going in that they
were going to face a focused Witt.
“He’s one of those offensive players who never stops moving,” UNO
forward Dan Morrow said. “He’s a
great shooter and he’s going to knock
those open looks down. He hasn’t lately, but all good shooters are going to
go through their ups and downs.”
“He’s the second leading scorer at
our school so we’re probably not
going to bench him,” Schlagel said
about Witt’s previous struggles. “He’s
one of the reasons why we’re here so
we’re going to live and die with him. I
told him one night that if he missed the
next 40 shots that would be OK, he’d
still be playing.”
After Schlagel answered that question, Witt responded wryly, “I came
pretty close to 40 though.”
Witt’s fellow senior Kron had
another typically strong performance
with 23 points and 10 rebounds.
Carlson contributed 10 points and nine
assists with sixth man Nate Miller also
scoring 10.
All four were named to the AllTournament team along with UNO’s
Adam Wetzel and Ty Graham and
South Dakota State’s Austin Hansen.
The feisty Wetzel led the Mavs
with 23 points and eight boards.

Continued from PAGE 11.

NCAA’s

“He was the difference-maker in my opinion.”
Kendall finished with 19 points, Roadrunner
point guard Clayton Smith dished out a
Stockton-like 14 assists and junior forward Jamar
Bohannon added 12 points.
SCSU finished the game shooting 34 percent
while Metro ended up with a solid 54 percent.
The domination by the Roadrunners in the paint
was evident by their 34-14 scoring advantage in
the trenches. They also held a 22-3 advantage in
fast break points and finished with a 24-15 edge
in points off turnovers. The Huskies did manage
to scrounge up a 36-34 win on the glass.
Head coach Kevin Schlagel wasn’t down
about his team’s performance after the game
however. An emotional Schlagel, who rarely
emits any, admitted that this season was special.
“Tonight we played hard, but unfortunately

Morrow added 15 (five treys) and
Graham chipped in 10.
In Friday’s 75-60 thrashing of
NDSU, everything went according to
plan for St. Cloud. The Huskies
jumped out to a 35-25 halftime lead,
but ran into some trouble early in the
second half. The Bison pulled to within five at 40-35 when forward Shawn
Gabbert layed-in an impressive jumpstop, pump-fake move. However, the
Huskies responded with a 14-3 run in
the next five minutes to boost their
lead to 54-38 at the 10:56 mark when
Witt connected on a three. The Bison
would get no closer than 11 the rest of
the game.
The Huskies only shot 41 percent
for the game, but they used their 45-28
advantage on the glass to key the win.
SCSU also held NDSU’s leading scorer Denver TenBroek to only 12 points
on five of 17 shooting. Junior guard
CoCo Cofield led the herd with 16
points.
The Huskies countered with Miller
who led the way with 16 points off the
bench. Witt added 14, Carlson 12 and
Kron 10.
The wins over UNO and NDSU
was the third time SCSU had beaten
both teams this season. So the old theory that you can’t beat an opponent
three times in a season was definitely
proven wrong in the 2003 NCC tournament.

Around the Rim

-McKenna on Alex Carlson: “I
think that kid’s one of the best I’ve
seen at the college level. He really is a
tough, hard-nosed kid who makes
plays. He’s the best player in the
league.”
-Schlagel was named Co-NCC
Coach of the Year along with SDSU’s
Scott Nagy. Kron and Witt were
named to the All-Conference team.
Kron also won Defensive Player of the
Year honors for the third time in four
years. Carlson was named to the AllNCC Honorable Mention team. In
addition, Witt was also named to the
All-North Central Region team.

we made too many mistakes to warrant a win,”
Schlagel said. “I couldn’t be prouder, I couldn’t
be happier and this has been one of the funnest
seasons I’ve ever had.”
Friday the Huskies downed NCC-rival, the
University of North Dakota, for the second time
in three games this season with a 74-69 triumph
in the North Central quarterfinals. UND trailed
most of the game but trailed by only one after
two Mario Porter free throws cut the SCSU lead
to 68-67 with two minutes remaining.
Nevertheless, the next time down court the
Huskies countered with a designed play for
Kron, who nailed the shot in traffic to up the lead
to 70-67.
UND senior center Jerome Beasley missed on
the next possession and Witt made two free
throws after he was fouled by Jade Jahner to
effectively put the game out of reach.
Kron said his basket was designed to draw the
intimidating 6-foot-10 presence of Beasley out of
the paint.
“We were trying to spread the floor as much
as we could to try and draw him out,” Kron said.
“We were trying to draw him away from the basket. At that point, we knew we had to get it

ADAM MASLOSKI/ASST. VISUALS EDITOR

SCSU’s Forrest Witt goes up for a lay-up against UNO. He scored
24 points and was named the MVP in the NCC Tournament Mar. 8
at Halenbeck Hall.

inside. Plus, we were in the bonus so we were
trying to get to the free throw line.”
Beasley led the “Fighting Sioux” in his final
performance with an astounding 37 points and 10
rebounds. He also had five eye-popping dunks,
including serving up a tomahawk on a baseline
drop-step early in the first half over a helpless
Cullen Powers.
“I hope that the Lakers and those people have
trouble guarding him like we do,” Schlagel said
after facing the NBA-bound Beasley for the third
and final time this season. “He’s the best offensive player I’ve ever seen in the NCC. With his
size, no one guy in our league is going to be able
to handle him. It’ll be interesting to see how far
he can go at the next level.”
Porter finished with 19 points and Mike
Johnson contributed 11 for UND. The SCSU
defense held the “Sioux” to only 1 of 14 shooting
from beyond the arc for the game.
Kron again led SCSU with 17 points. Carlson
had 16, Witt 13 and Miller 12. The Huskies shot
46 percent and outrebounded UND 34-29. The
Huskies also connected on 24 of 27 attempts
from the free throw line.

Around the Rim

-Dunlap on Kron: “We knew that he was the
heart and soul of their team. We impressed that
on our players. We knew that he would come
hard and fast in the second half because his team
was hemorrhaging. We couldn’t keep him off the
glass. I’d sure like to have him.”
-UND coach Rich Glas on SCSU’s season:
“They make the plays when they have to make
them. They have some guys who know how to
win. They figure out a way to get it done. They
got it done again. They’ve had a heck of a year.”
-The top-seed Nebraska-Kearney Lopers
defeated Metro in Monday’s North Central
Regional final in double overtime, 94-87. The
school’s Web site is calling it the “Game of the
Century.” The Roadrunners had ended UNK’s
season the previous four years.
-SCSU tied the school record for wins in a
season with 26. They reached 26 wins during the
1985-86 and 1987-88 seasons.
-The Huskies finished ranked No. 19 in the
final NABC/Division II Bulletin national poll.
Metro finished ranked No. 2, Kearney No. 8 and
South Dakota State ended up at No. 21.
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signed jersey you’ll never ever wash: $150

john franco poster: $20
2003 game schedule: $0
subscription to “baseball america”: $62

trophies: $0
foam finger: $6

finding out there’s an internship for people like you: priceless

Apply for a summer internship in the sports business at mastercard.com.
You could be sent to Nashville, where you’ll spend five weeks learning from industry bigwigs.
Some students will even go on to work with the St. Louis Cardinals® or the New York Mets.®
there are some things money can’t buy. for everything else there’s MasterCard.®
No purchase necessary. 50 essay entrants win a summer study program. 12 of the 50 win a 2-week internship. Contest open to undergraduate
students, 18-25, who are U.S. residents. Ends 4/11/03. Restrictions apply. Go to mastercard.com for Official Rules and complete details.
Major League Baseball trademarks and copyrights are used with permission of Major League Baseball Properties, Inc.

Official Rules. No Purchase Necessary to Enter or Win. Eligibility: Open to legal residents of the 50 United States and the District of Columbia who are 18 to 25 years of age and are enrolled as full- or part-time undergraduate students in a U.S. Department of Education accredited 2-year or 4-year college/university as of 1/28/03 and at the time of winner selection and notification. Employees of MasterCard International Incorporated (“Sponsor”), MasterCard member financial institutions, Major League Baseball Properties, Inc., MLB Advanced Media, L. P., Major League Baseball Enterprises, Inc., the Office of the Commissioner of Baseball, the American and National Leagues of Professional Baseball Clubs, and the Major League Baseball Clubs, and each of their respective shareholders, employees, parents, directors, officers, affiliates, representatives, agents, successors, and assigns (hereinafter, “MLB Entities”), Interscope Records, Inc., NEXTMOVE, Octagon
Worldwide Limited, participating universities, Project Support Team, Inc. (“PST”), and their respective parent companies, subsidiaries, affiliates, distributors, officers, directors, governors, related entities, partners, partnerships, principals, agents, licensees, sponsors, representatives, successors and assigns, and advertising/promotion agencies (collectively “Released Parties”) and members of the immediate family (mother, father, brothers, sisters, sons, daughters and spouse) and
TM
TM
household of each such employee are not eligible to participate. This Contest is subject to all applicable federal, state and local laws and regulations. Void where prohibited. How to Enter: 1.) Visit www.mastercard.com and click on the MasterCard ® Priceless Edge icon between 9:00:01AM Central Time (“CT”) on 1/28/03 and 8:59:59AM CT on 4/11/03 (“Promotion Period”); 2.) Click on the icon representing your preferred MasterCard® Priceless Edge course of study: Sports Management
TM
or Music & Entertainment (collectively “course of study”); 3.) To access the application form for your selected course of study, click on the “Apply Now” button or register for one of six free course of study specific MasterCard Priceless Edge online distance-learning seminars developed by NEXTMOVE and complete the selected seminar. Participating distance-learning seminars are approximately thirty minutes in duration and academic prerequisites are not required for participation;
4.) Submit an essay of no more than (250) words answering the question for your selected course of study. Essay questions for each course of study are as follows: Sports Management: If you could start a new professional sports business, what would it be, and why? Music & Entertainment: If you could start your own music or entertainment company, what would it do and how would it be different? The entry must be your original creation, in English and cannot have been previously published or submitted in any prior competition. Modification of an existing work does not qualify as original; 5.) Fully complete the online entry form; and 6.) Click the “Submit” button. Limit one entry per person and per e-mail address for each selected course of study for the duration of the Promotion Period (i.e. a maximum of one Sports Management and one Music & Entertainment essay). Additional entries received from such person and/or e-mail address thereafter
will be void. Your submission of an online entry constitutes your consent to participate in this Contest and your consent for Sponsor to obtain and deliver your name, address and other information to PST for the purpose of administering this Contest and for other uses by Sponsor as permitted by applicable law. Sponsor is not responsible for lost, incomplete, late, stolen, or misdirected entries or submissions; theft, destruction or unauthorized access to, or alteration of, entries; failures or malfunctions of phones, phonelines or telephone systems; interrupted or unavailable network, server or other connections; any error, omission, interruption, defect or delay in any transmission or communication; traffic congestion on the Internet or for any technical problem, including but not limited to any injury or damage to entrant’s or any other person’s computer related to or resulting from participation in this Contest; errors in these Official Rules, in any Contest-related
advertisements or other materials; the selection or announcement of winners or the awarding of prizes; the cancellation, suspension or modification of online distance-learning seminars, or other problems or errors of any kind whether mechanical, human, electronic or otherwise. Sponsor reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to void any and all entries of an entrant who Sponsor believes has attempted to tamper with or impair the administration, security, fairness, or proper play of
this Contest. The use of automated entry devices is prohibited. All entries will become the property of Sponsor and will not be returned. Judging: A total of (98) winners [(50) Sports Management Winners and (48) Music & Entertainment Winners] will be selected for the duration of the Promotion Period based on the date and time entry is received in accordance with the Entry Periods outlined below beginning at 9:00:01AM CT and ending at 8:59:59AM CT respectively: Entry Period #1:
1/28/03-2/20/03, (16) Sports Management Winners, (16) Music & Entertainment Winners. Entry Period #2 : 2/21/03-3/17/03, (17) Sports Management Winners, (16) Music & Entertainment Winners. Entry Period #3: 3/18/03-4/11/03, (17) Sports Management Winners, (16) Music & Entertainment Winners. Entries received for each respective course of study during one Entry Period will not carry forward to subsequent Entry Periods. Entries will be judged by an independent panel of
judges supervised by PST (an independent judging organization whose decisions will be final and binding in all matters relating to this Contest) based on the following criteria: 1.) Originality: 0-40 points; 2.) Creativity/Written Expression: 0-30 points; and 3.) Relevance to the theme: 0-30 points. The likelihood of winning a prize will depend on the quality of each entrant’s submission as compared to the quality of all other entrants’ submissions as judged in accordance with the aforementioned criteria. In the event of a tie, all such tied entries will be rejudged based on Originality: 0-100 points. If a tie still exists, the remaining tied entries will be rejudged based on Relevance to theme: 0-100 points. Winners will be notified by telephone and/or mail on or about 5/2/03. Neither Sponsor, nor anyone acting on its behalf, will enter into any communications with any entrant regarding any aspect of this Contest other than to notify potential winners. Limit one prize per person,
TM
family, or household. Prizes: (50) Sports Management Winners & (48) Music & Entertainment Winners: Attend the MasterCard Priceless Edge Summer Study Program (hereinafter “summer study program”) at a participating university to be designated by Sponsor between 6/2/03 and 7/3/03 featuring an introduction to each winner’s selected course of study (either the Sports Management or Music & Entertainment industry) with access to select industry experts designated by Sponsor,
specialized curricula, classroom sessions four days/week (Monday-Thursday) and off-campus excursions one day/week (Friday). Prize includes round-trip coach air transportation from major airport nearest each winner’s residence in the U.S., standard double-occupancy room/board on participating university’s campus, on-campus meal plan designated by Sponsor, ground transportation to/from off-campus excursions, $1,000 which may be used toward spending money, and the opporTM
TM
TM
TM
tunity to compete for one of twelve MasterCard® Priceless Edge post summer study internship invitations for each respective course of study (Approximate Summer Study Program Retail Value “ARV”=$6,700). Total ARV of all prizes=$656,600. The MasterCard® Priceless Edge Sports Management internship experience consists of (but is not limited to) the opportunity to join a MLB Club designated solely by Sponsor and participate in a two-week internship at said MLB Club’s
TM
administrative offices to support the development and implementation of an in-stadium promotion. The MasterCard® Priceless Edge Music & Entertainment internship experience consists of (but is not limited to) the opportunity to join Interscope Records and participate in a two-week internship at their administrative offices in Santa Monica, CA to manage and promote the release and media support of an artist/group to be determined solely by Sponsor. Both the Sports Management
TM
TM
and Music & Entertainment internship experiences will also include a 5-day/4-night trip for intern to the 2003 MLB All-Star Game® in Chicago, IL between 7/12/03 and 7/16/03 consisting of round-trip coach air transportation from major airport nearest intern’s residence in the U.S., standard double-occupancy hotel accommodations, a total of $1,000 spending money, a ticket to both the 2003 CENTURY 21® Home Run Derby® event and the 2003 MLB All-Star Game® exhibition, ground
transportation to/from select promotion-related events, and other on-site activities to be determined by Sponsor. Prize and internship details not specifically set forth herein are at Sponsor’s sole discretion. Exact dates of internship experience (tentatively early August 2003) to be designated by Sponsor. Internship selections will be conducted by the Dean of the summer study program and judged by a participating university faculty representative designated by Sponsor whose decisions
are final and binding in all matters relating to the production internship team and selection thereof. Internship selection process will be based upon numerical scores awarded as outlined below per each student’s participation in summer study program activities, including but not limited to, performance during study group activities and case study analysis, teamwork, attendance and overall participation, and compliance with summer study program and University codes of conduct as
follows: Issue identification and skit performance: 20%; Case study performance and study group interplay and cooperation: 50%; class and field study attendance/participation: 15%; and compliance with summer study program and university codes of conduct: 15%. Summer study program classroom/off-campus excursion attendance is mandatory and winners must comply with all MasterCard rules and regulations relating to their participation in the summer study program. Sponsor
may, in its sole discretion, impose disciplinary sanctions on winners/interns, ranging from a warning to expulsion to referral for state or federal prosecution, for violation of federal, state or local laws, summer study program and participating university student codes of conduct. Content of summer study program to be determined solely by Sponsor and courses are not for credit. Travel restrictions may apply and travel must take place on dates specified by Sponsor or prize will be forTM
TM
TM
feited and awarded to the runner-up. MLB Club(s), artist(s)/group(s), university(s) and/or other organization(s) or personality(s) featured in MasterCard® Priceless Edge Contest promotional advertising are subject to availability. If any named MLB Club(s), artist(s)/group(s), university(s) and/or other organization(s) or personality(s) is unavailable to participate in the capacity specified for any reason, an entity/individual of similar stature as determined by Sponsor will participate in
lieu of the applicable named entity and/or individual. Miscellaneous: No transfer, assignment, cash redemption, or substitution of prizes except by Sponsor due to prize unavailability, and then for a prize of equal or greater value. Federal, state and local taxes and all other costs and expenses not specified herein are winners’ sole responsibility. Winners will be required to execute and return an Affidavit of Eligibility, Liability Release and (where legal) Publicity Release within (3)
days of issuance of notification along with a copy of their current college/university transcript and must be in good academic standing as defined by their respective college/university at time of prize award. If any prize notification letter is returned as undeliverable, a runner-up will be awarded the prize. By participating, entrants agree to be bound by these Official Rules and 1.) Attest that their entry is an original creation that has not been previously published or submitted in any
other competitions; and 2.) Agree that Released Parties and their designees and assigns: a.) shall own the entry (and all material embodied therein) and shall have the perpetual, worldwide right to edit, publish, exploit and use the entry (or any portion thereof) in any way and in any media for advertising and/or trade purposes and/or for any other purpose in any media or format now or hereafter known without further compensation, permission or notification from/to entrant or
any third party; b.) shall have the right and permission (unless prohibited by law) to use entrant’s name, voice, city/state of residence, photograph and/or other likeness for advertising and/or trade purposes and/or for the purpose of displaying their name as a winner and/or for any other purpose in any media or format now or hereafter known without further compensation, permission or notification; c.) use of entry shall not violate the right of any third parties and shall not violate any applicable federal, state or local laws or ordinances, d.) shall have the right, in their sole discretion, to disqualify any entries that they deem to be obscene or otherwise not in good taste; e.) shall have no liability and entrant will defend, indemnify and hold harmless Sponsor and the other entities named herein from and against any liability, loss, injury or damage of any kind (including attorney’s fees) to any person or entity including, without limitation, personal injury,
death or damage to personal or real property, due in whole or in part, directly or indirectly, by reason of the acceptance, possession, use or misuse of a prize or participation in this Contest and any travel related thereto including, but not limited to, any claim that entrant’s submission infringes or violates the rights of any person or entity. Sponsor reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to modify, terminate or suspend this Contest should virus, bugs, nonauthorized human intervention or other causes beyond the reasonable control of Sponsor, including but not limited to war, strikes, and/or acts of God, corrupt or impair the administration, security, fairness or proper play of this Contest and, if the Contest is terminated or suspended, at its discretion award prizes in a judging from among all non-suspect entries received prior to event requiring such modification, termination or suspension. Winners List: For the winners’ names, send a self-addressed,
stamped envelope to be received by 6/2/03 to: MasterCard® Priceless EdgeTM Winners, P.O. Box 13106, Bridgeport, CT 06673-3106.
Major League Baseball trademarks & copyrights are used with permission of Major League Baseball Properties, Inc. MasterCard International Incorporated is an Official Sponsor of Major League Baseball.This Contest is not produced or executed by any MLB Entity. ©2003 MasterCard International Incorporated. All Rights Reserved. Sponsor: MasterCard International Incorporated, 2000 Purchase Street, Purchase, NY 10577. Promoter: Project Support Team, Inc., 100 Mill Plain Road, Danbury, CT 06811

You may elect to have your name and address removed from lists of names and addresses used by MasterCard International Incorporated to direct mail skill contests or sweepstakes. To so prohibit mailing of all skill contests or sweepstakes by MasterCard International Incorporated to you, you must send a removal request containing your name and address (please also include the first 6 digits of your MasterCard card number, if any) to the following address: ATTN:
Sweepstakes Exclusion Notification System, Global Promotions Manager, MasterCard International Incorporated, 2000 Purchase Street, Purchase, NY 10577-2509.
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Women of war
get new voice
Diana Matusewic
STAFF WRITER

JASON RISBERG/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

SCSU’s Women’s Center presented “A Piece of my Heart,” a play
about six women who volunteered in the Vietnam War, Wednesday
night in Ritsche Auditorium. The play was produced and performed by
Playing On Purpose Productions.

In honor of women who have
suffered in war, and as part of
Women’s History Month, the
Women’s Center brought to campus a play to shed some light on
the role women have in war, to
give them the same recognition
that soldiers get.
For Wednesday night at the
Ritsche Auditorium “A Piece of
My Heart,” written by playwright
Shirley Lauro was performed by
six women and one man playing
the roles of various soldiers.
The play is about the experiences of six women in the Vietnam
War. It showed the physical, as
well as the mental events that went
on during and after the war. The
women’s history month committee
wanted to expose women’s
involvement in the war.
“We all thought it (the play)
would be a great way to honor
women veterans,” said Tamara
Hennes-Vix, graduate assistant for
the Women’s Center.
It’s a one-act play without
props or change of scenery. It
relies mostly on the imagination as
each woman tells her story.

The opening setting is at the
Wall in Washington D.C. before
each character volunteers for the
war. Each woman gives her reasons for wanting to join.
“It’s very fast paced, it’s fragmented, it’s set with very few
props so the actors are challenged,” said Kathy Ray, playwright manager and one of the
performers in the production.
“You meet the characters before
they were in Vietnam, then while
they were in Vietnam and after
Vietnam.”
Once the women enter the war
in 1968 they’re rushed like soldiers. Their lives change within
minutes as they’re forced to
endure intense trauma while building a psychological block in their
mind. Sometimes even the wards
were shot at and the soldiers on
the beds died, but regardless, the
nurses had to push everything to
the back of their mind and keep
working.
The play also shows the damage after the war - the flashbacks,
the inability to hold jobs and the
feelings of an outcast.
“It made me so much more
aware of some of the circumstances that women experienced

during the Vietnam War; very
thought provoking,” said Julie
Peters, faculty adjunct of communication studies, “each one of
them as individuals had their own
stories. The stories were as diverse
as the individuals. I couldn’t help
but think what’s going to happen
tomorrow because there’ll be more
stories.”
Dennis Lietha, a Vietnam veteran from St. Cloud, said he cried
when the women sang “Proud
Mary” by Janis Joplin because he
drove a tank with that same name.
Jolie Simmon was a Vietnam
nurse in San Antonio, Texas in
1974-1979. Now she’s on the
Women Veterans Chair for
Vietnam Veterans of America.
“It’s almost like a dream sometimes - all your senses bombarded
at once,” she said.
Playing
on
Purpose
Productions, located in Barrett, is
dedicated to addressing social
issues through plays. Some other
plays they put on include “Coya
Comes Back,” about the first
woman in Congress for Minnesota
(will be in St. Paul after touring
“A Piece of My Heart”) and “Play
The Game,” a play about sexual
assault issues.

Ben Stein to ‘win’ attention, success
Amanda Degen
STAFF WRITER

Most students know him best as
a slow, boring teacher in “Ferris
Bueller’s Day Off.” He has also
started his own game show, “Win
Ben Stein’s Money,” and took part
in a series of Visine commercials.
But everyone will have the chance
to see Ben Stein, as he will be
bringing his trademark deadpan to
our campus Monday, March 24th.
Stein will be performing
Monday at 7:30 p.m. at Halenbeck
Hall, bringing his classic comedy
and covering more important issues
in finance, politics and mass culture.
“We like to bring in a diverse

group of speakers, and Ben Stein
has been in politics and has that
appeal to students,” said Michelle
Kelash, one of the graduate advisors at the UPB. “He’s also a very
intelligent man, and being a writer,
as well as having been a part of the
Nixon and Ford administration, I
think that will draw students in.”
Stein, a college graduate in economics and valedictorian of Yale
Law School, started as a poverty
and trial lawyer who slowly made
his way up in the field of trade regulation at the Federal Trade
Commission in Washington, D.C.
After teaching at various universities, he became a speech writer and
lawyer for Richard Nixon and
Gerald Ford while in office at the
White House.

“He did not write the line, ‘I am
not a crook,’” according to Keppler
Associates, the agency that helped
to organize the event.
After those administrations,
Stein focused greatly on writing,
having written for numerous magazines and newspapers, such as the
Washington Post and the Wall
Street Journal. He has written and
published 16 books, including a
new book entitled “How To Ruin
Your Life,” and while nine of the
books written are nonfiction, seven
of those published are full-length
novels, focusing mostly on life in
Los Angeles.
He has also done numerous
screenplays, including “Murder in
Mississippi,” and was one of the
creators of “Fernwood Tonight,” a

relatively popular comedy.
He is best known as Ferris
Bueller’s monotonously dull
teacher, and has appeared in numerous commercials, movies and television shows. Win Ben Stein’s
Money has recently come to an
end, but Stein is also in the works
with Comedy Central to make a
new talk show.
Stein has been quite the popular
performer on previous tours to college campuses and SCSU will be
the last of the most recent tour.
“We just looked at him having
different political views compared
to the last few speakers we’ve had
before, such as Ralph Nader, and
it’s nice to have a spectrum of
speakers,” Kelash said. “I don’t
think his political views will turn

anyone off from attending and I
think most students know little
about his politics, and will be interested to see him based on his past
in
movies
and
television.
Personally, I find him rather interesting.”

Tickets will be available in
Atwood Memorial Center at the
Information desk, or also at the
door of the performance.
Students, staff and faculty receive
up to two free tickets, and the
cost to the general public is $5
per ticket. For more information
on the event, call 1-320-2554081.
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Oscars to disappoint many
John Behling
DIVERSIONS EDITOR

To call a film “Best Picture of
2002” is a pretty lofty claim for anyone to make, given the completely
subjective manner of film criticism.
There’s no exact science for calculating the “best” performance, or “best”
film, but the Academy for Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences makes a
presumably strong case for the validity of their award in this statement
taken from their official Web site:
“Because the Academy numbers
among its members the most gifted
and skilled artists and craftsmen in the
motion picture world, its Award stands
alone as an indication of what top
filmmakers feel are the year’s top
achievements.”
“(laughs) Yeah, that’s one way to
put it,” City Pages Film Critic and
part-time SCSU instructor Rob
Nelson said.
One topic that isn’t often discussed
when it comes to award season is the
awards themselves. With the media
filling the air thick with speculation,
predictions and anticipation for the
yearly ceremony, there isn’t a lot of
thought or inquiring going into and
behind this 75-year-old institution.
“The promotion of them (the
Academy Awards) to the public has
become so successful that no one ever
questions who it is that votes for these
awards. In other words, no one really
talks about the fact that it’s the industry celebrating the industry. It’s not
like some impartial group that’s saying these are the greatest films. And
the problem is that for most people
who watch the Academy Awards, and
who write about the Academy
Awards, unfortunately, for most people there is sort of this unquestioned
perception that these are just the five
greatest films of the year period.
There’s no kind of understanding that
these are the five films that
Hollywood has deemed worthy of
these massive campaigns and so basically we end up seeing the films they
want us to see,” Nelson said.
The campaigns, best observed in
the industry magazine Variety with its
numerous full page ads for prospective Academy Award features which
begin running in early November,
have gotten special attention this year
from one of the Academy’s favorite
actresses, (judging from her recordbreaking 13 nominations) Meryl
Streep.
“I find it alarming that all the campaigning for Oscars is getting like a
political campaign,” Streep said in an
interview with the Daily Telegraph.
“It is really distasteful. It won’t be
long before they start paying for television commercials for best picture,
best actor and all those things.”
Again referring to the Academy’s
Web site offers a positive perspective
on the campaigning issue.
“The Academy aggressively monitors award campaigning, and has
issued guidelines that limit company

mailings to those items that ‘actually
assist the members in their efforts to
assess the artistic and technical merits
of a film,’ according to Academy
Executive
Administrator
Ric
Robertson. ‘And we seem to have had
a tremendous impact in the areas we’d
hoped to affect.’” Nelson regards
these regulations, which address such
topics as soliciting gifts and using
enticing artwork to promote films to
academy members, very skeptically.
“It’s a little slap on the wrist. I
don’t think it has any effect at all in
terms of creating a situation where
there’s a greater chance for smaller
films to get in,” Nelson said.
According to the Academy, the
campaigns are for studios to make
sure all the voting members see all of
their films. This claim becomes suspicious when taken under the light that
in most categories it’s not even a
requirement that all voting members
view each of the nominated submissions (this includes best picture), as is
the case for the Tony Awards, for
example.
“The more you love movies and
know about movies, the more you are
disappointed by the Oscars,” said
Pioneer Press Film Critic Chris
Hewitt. “You watch every year and
the movies you feel are the best
movies of the year inevitably don’t get
nominated, much less win. And year
after year the movie that wins is a sort
of bland, you know, least common
denominator movie.”
Hewitt also expressed regret over
the market’s segmentation, resulting
in films that at one time would be
done by major studios and are now
being done independently, hence basically disqualifying them from the
Oscar competition.
“If they continue to attempt to
focus on studio movies they’re going
to have slimmer and slimmer pickings
as the years go by because studios are
basically making summer movies for
teenagers and now they’re making
them pretty much year round,” Hewitt
said.
“There are some great films that
will never be nominated because they
aren’t represented by studios and have
enough money to push them to this
level,” Nelson said, echoing this sentiment.
In light of these inquiries, one
might question why the public image
of the Oscars remains as widely celebrated as their gold figurines.
Nelson offered an explanation.
“Film criticism is rarely understood as something that enables the
critic or the writer to critique larger
forces in the marketplace in terms of
like, who has the power and what do
they do with it... and that’s one form of
film criticism that’s rarely, rarely,
rarely practiced. And that’s the kind
that would be required, I think, in
order to call attention to why these
awards don’t really represent an
impartial judgment of greatness. Why
they represent, in fact, the views of the
people who make the films themselves,” Nelson said.

KRT PHOTOGRAPH VIA ZAP2IT.COM

Catherine Zeta-Jones, shown in a scene from "Chicago," is nominated in the best supporting actress
category, one of 13 Oscar nominations for the musical.
From a different perspective,
Hewitt warned about looking too
deeply into some of these issues
behind the awards.
“If you get too seriously into those
sorts of issues, I think then it’s as if
you are acknowledging that the
Oscars actually do honor the best
films,” Hewitt said.
However cynical these claims
appear to be, both critics acknowledged that these issues, however troubling and disturbing in terms of the

awards and the industry in general,
shouldn’t be taken too seriously.
“There are a lot more important
things to be worrying about right now.
I don’t want to say that this is a scandal of unprecedented proportions or
the public is being defrauded on a
major level,” Nelson said.
“As much as I think that they’re
bogus, I’m (still) interested in them.
It’s fun on the same level that going to
the prom is fun, the pageantry and
goofiness of it,” Hewitt said.

One might even argue (from this
critic’s viewpoint) that it’s this
pageantry and goofiness that represents Hollywood best anyhow, and by
taking these concerns into the definition of “best” in best picture, the
awards can be enjoyed and understood in their own right.

The Academy Awards will be airing
live at the Atwood Little Theatre at
6 p.m. Sunday.
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‘Dreamcatcher’ frigid, weak
JOHN
BEHLING
FILM
CRITIC

While leaving the theatre after
an advanced screening of the new
Stephen
King
adaptation
“Dreamcatcher,” I couldn’t help but
reflect on the security measures
Warner Brothers undertook to
ensure the screening was free of
recording devices.
Every bag and purse was
searched and two security guards
scanned the audience during the
feature with night vision scopes,
attempting to catch any would-be
bootleggers. I couldn’t help but

wonder after having seen the film,
why Warner Brothers doesn’t focus
on making movies worth stealing,
rather than making sure that no
one’s stealing them.
Ripped from the pages of
Stephen
King’s
bestseller,
“Dreamcatcher” makes a desperate
plea for the horror/suspense market
share that has been dormant as of
late, with the last memorable horror
film, “The Ring,” now being
released on video.
This snow-bound attempted
thriller etches the tale of four best
friends on their annual hunting trip
to a secluded cabin, who end up
fighting for their lives against a
dangerous and infectious alien foe.
In order to stop the alien contagion,
the four must reach back to their
childhood and to when they met a
special friend who endowed each
with a form of E.S.P.
While reading this book two
years ago, I had to scratch my head

in disbelief both at the ending
(which has been completely rewritten and is now even worse in the
film version) and King’s heavy borrowing from previous works.
A group of kids fighting off bullies and gaining a supernatural
power to later battle some evil
force in adulthood: does that sound
like “IT” to anyone else? And
appropriately these scenes transfer
over to the movie looking as if
they’ve been neatly lifted from the
1990 TV production of “IT” and
serve as another reminder that
Stephen King novels should stick
with the format they’ve been
remarkably successful with: the
television mini-series movie.
While a three to four hour version of “Dreamcatcher” might be
able to sustain audience interest
and also tell the complete story, this
136 minute version diffuses into
too many subplots as the story just
becomes too big for the time allot-

ted.
However, in the first 40 minutes
you will find its only redeeming
qualities. A rapid history sets up the
four friends and their gift (played
by Thomas Jane, Jason Leigh,
Damian Lewis and Timothy
Olyphant). Quickly the plot moves
to its best location, the snowed in
cabin in the woods. This is where
the film teases the audience by
promising a tightly-knit story
revolving around the four protagonists, the horrific enemy and their
inherently scary environment.
When the film covers these four
characters, it’s at its best, but sadly
this short time passes as the film
abandons character chemistry and
cabin fever suspense to become a
blown out of proportion science
fiction epic (at a breakneck pace).
By the time Morgan Freeman and
Tom Sizemore, playing characters
who represent a covert anti-alien
sect of the military, enter the pic-

VITA helps students with tax
aid, gives chance to learn
Students learn how to
handle their taxes in a
responsible, reasonable
manner
Regina Eckes
STAFF WRITER

Thanks to the Accounting Club there is
aid for people who need help doing their
taxes. Last Tuesday and Wednesday in the
Atwood Memorial Center, Accounting Club
members helped the community with their
taxes from 6-8:00 p.m.
These members became part of the
Volunteer Income Tax Assistance (VITA)
group when they signed up to give people a
hand with their taxes.
The Accounting Club volunteers met with
an IRS employee who came to give them tips,
offer advice and train them on how to deal
with special student deductions. The service
is offered mainly to low income community
members, students and faculty.
All of the papers, packets and booklets
needed were located in the Lotus Room for
completing both state and federal taxes.
However, which forms to use differs according to each individual.
“There’s different forms for students
depending on their circumstances. It depends
on their income, if they’re married and who
can claim them,” said Jennifer Cummings,
the VITA Coordinator and organizer of the
event.
The only thing people need to supply on

their own is their W-2s, which they should
have received in the mail.
After gathering the proper forms, a volunteer sits down with the student, whips out
their calculator and scratch paper and shows
them how it’s done. But people who have the
impression that they can just sit back and do
nothing would be mistaken.
“We don’t just do their taxes for them.
They have to follow along and answer all of
the questions being asked,” said Gail Tamp, a
senior volunteer.
The process takes some time depending
on each person’s situation. Several students
were in the Iris Room for almost a half an
hour, but many were out in fifteen minutes or
less.
Regardless, taking advantage of what the
Accounting Club is offering is well worth
everyone’s time. Students get their taxes done
and volunteers get hours on their transcripts
and a good experience.
“It’s fast, it’s interesting and it actually
gives real life experience,” said Nicole
Storkamp, a volunteer. Cummings also commented on the experience.
“We’ve had quite a bit of international
students come in. They’re the hardest ones
just because we’ve never had any exposure to
their papers before, but we’ve learned a lot
from it,” Cummings said.
Besides giving volunteers a valuable
learning experience, VITA brings much needed recognition to the Accounting Club as a
whole.
“I think this year people are starting to
hopefully be a little bit more aware of what
we’re offering, especially because it’s on
campus,” Cummings said. “Not many people
know anything about the Accounting Club or
that we do anything at all. It’s not about just a

bunch of nerds getting together and counting
beans.”
If students were not aware of VITA before
and still wish to get help with their taxes,
more dates are coming up. Next week, on
March 24, 26 and 27, people can go to the
Iris/Lotus Rooms in the Atwood Memorial
Center from 6-8:00 p.m. There are also many
dates in April that people can take advantage
of. Although there is help offered up until the
last minute, students are encouraged not to
wait that long.
“It’s slow at first, but it gets busier around
the tax deadline, which is April 15,” Tamp
said.

The official VITA schedule is available
online under “events” on the SCSU
homepage and there is also contact
information available. For details on the
Accounting Club itself, students can go
to
their
Web
site
http://studentorg.stcloudstate.edu/
acct. club, and for information on the
Accounting department in general, people can contact their office at 320-2553038.

“It’s fast, it’s interesting
and it actually gives real
life experience .”
Nicole Storkamp
VOLUNTEER

ture, audience attention is already
dwindling and sadly there’s still
more cast to come.
During “Dreamcatcher’s” golden moment, it evokes a taut atmosphere of impending dread, conjuring up images of John Carpenter’s
1982 horror Sci-Fi classic “The
Thing,” and showing that King’s
story has the potential to frighten,
and Kasdan’s frigid direction has
the potential to capitalize on this
suspense.
But King’s fundamental weakness is he isn’t satisfied with telling
a small story resulting in fictional
works that balloon in a way that’s
more similar to the film’s unfortunate casualties who become infected with alien parasites. Kasdan is
equally at fault for not recognizing
the script’s mortal flaws and for
taking King’s terrible ending and
turning it into an even worse one.

The Electric Fetus
downtown St. Cloud
251-2569
TOP SELLERS & NEW RELEASES
always on sale!

Difranco
1199 Ani
Evolve
Harper
1299 Ben
Diamonds on the Inside
699 A.F.I.
Sing the Sorrow
(HED) Planet Earth
899 Blackout
Midnight Evils
1199 The
Strait Til Morning
1099 Mr.Dibbs
The 30th Song
Malkmus
1299 Stephen
and the Jicks
Pig Lib

1299 Atmosphere
God Love Ugly
65
1099 Buck
Sqaure
Johnson
1399 Jack
Brushfire Fairytales
We now buy and sell used LP’s.
Buy any 3 CD titles and receive 10% off regular prices.

WE BUY & SELL USED CD’S & DVDs
hours: 10-9 M-F, 10-8 Sat. 11-6 Sun.

www.efetus.com

HOUSING
FOR RENT
House w/ 8 rooms near campus. $250, plus
utilities. Call Steve 654-8375.
$$$ 1-STOP SHOPPING
Forestview Apartments
www.nomgmt.com/fv
Prairie Home Apartments
www.nomgmt.com/ph
Michigan Place Apartments
www.nomgmt.com/mp
West Campus Apartments
www.nomgmt.com/wc
College View Apartments
www.nomgmt.com/co
Call NMI TODAY 654-8300.
APTS. ON FIFTH AVE!
4 bdrms avail. June 1. Heat paid. Garages
avail. Excel Properties 251-6005.
LARGE 2 BDRM. APTS.
Prairie Home Apts. A/C, heat, water, garbage
included. Some with balconies. Starting at
$590. Call NMI. 654-8300. View online at
www.nomgmt.com/ph.
STUDENT HOUSING
Various locations and floor plans. Courrier
Properties 493-9549.
PAYING IST AND LAST MONTH’S RENT?
No need to when you rent from Northern
Management. 1,2,3 & 4 bdrm. apartments. Low
security deposits. Heat, water, garbage paid. Off
street parking. On busline. 654-8300.
ROOMS AND APTS CLOSE TO SCSU
Nice, clean, secure bldg. near campus. Only
$235/person. Call Kathy 241-0458 for more
info.
ONE ROOM EFFICIENCIES
Available summer, fall leases. Utilities included.
259-9434.

CLASSIFIEDS
TWO ROOMMATES NEEDED
$250-280 + utilities. 7 bedroom house, 3 blocks
from campus. Free parking and laundry. Fun
atmosphere. Call Mike (320) 492-8707.
2 BEDROOM APT.
Near Halenbeck. Off street parking, laundry,
A/C, clean, spacious, quiet. Heat, water,
garbage pd. Available 6/1 685-7495.
2 BDRM APTS.
Large, near SCSU. Heat pd. also single rooms,
3, 4 bedrooms. 251-8284.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
3 bdrm. Call Allan 267-3617.
2 BDRM. APT.
In quiet Northside bldg. Heat paid, mature students welcome. Excel Prop. 251-6005.
2, 3 & 4 BDRM APTS.
All utilities included, various locations. 4939549 or 259-9283.
READY? SET? GO!!
Win the race and get into one of our spacious 4
bdrm. apts. before they’re gone. Starting at
$230 per month. Couple blocks from SCSU.
Call 654-8300 or online www.nomgmt.com/co
www.nomgmt.com/wc.
3 & 4 BDRM. APTS.
Now leasing for June! Private rooms, extras,
subleases. Quiet buildings. Great rates! Call
Pillar Property Mgmt. 259-4259.
SERENITY HEIGHTS
Four bdrm. apts. Two blocks from campus.
Clean, quiet. Unique floor plans. Cindy, 2400679 or 241-9999.
4 BDRM APTS.
7 locations. Heat pd, D/W, A/C, Parking. Avail.
6/1/03. Excel Prop. 251-6005.

4 BDRM APTS.
Microwave, dishwasher, A/C, security, heat
included. 493-9549.
STUDIOS, 1 & 2 BDRM. APTS.
Heat paid, pkg. Near SCSU, Riverside property. 251-8284.
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COME HOME TO PEACE & QUIET
Tired of campus crowds? Convenient SE side
location offers quiet neighborhoods, yet still
only 1/2 mile from campus. 1,2 & 3 bdrms
available. Balconies, utilities paid. 654-8310 or
online www.nomgmt.com/mp

2 BDRM. IN 4-PLEX
By Halenbeck Hall. Summer/Fall 255-7002.

SOUTHVIEW APTS
Large 2 bdrm apts. Heat paid, D/W, parking.
Available 6/1/03. Excel Prop. 251-6005.

4 BDRM. APTS.
A/C, dishwasher, 2 full baths, heat pd., security.
Courrier Properties 493-9549.

3 & 4 BEDROOM APTS
Heat paid, A/C, D/W, parking. Available 6/1/03.
Excel Prop. 251-6005.

3 & 4 BDRMS. FOR RENT
Heat and 70+ channels Charter Cable paid.
Clean apts. with new dishwashers. 1510 8th
Ave. S. 259-9673.

FOR RENT
Newly remodeled 5 bedroom house, 1 block
from campus. Lots of parking, laundry, 2 baths,
call Andrew 612-964-7568.

SHARED RENTAL
Seeking roommate to share 4 bedroom
Townhome from 2-1-03 to 5-26-03. Rent is
$265/per month. First and last month’s rent
required. Call 252-2633.

EFFICIENCY APTS
400+ square feet, heat paid, A/C, micro, parking. Available 6/1/03. Excel Prop. 251-6005.

THE QUIET CAMPUS AREA
The S.E. side of St. Cloud. NMI has spacious 1
& 2 bdrm. apts. on the busline. Heat, water,
garbage and parking included. Call now! 6548300 or go online at www.nomgmt.com/fv
AVAILABLE:
3 & 4 bedroom apartments. 251-9233.
FOR RENT
2 & 4 bedrooms. Large. On and off SCSU. 2501393.
EASTBANK APARTMENTS
3 bedrooms, recently built. Parking included.
259-9434.
LOOK NO FURTHER!
Variety is what we have! Low security deposits,
heat, hot water, garbage paid. 1 & 2 bdrm. apts,
on-site laundry, 1 reserved parking space per
apt. Call 654-8300. www.nomgmt.com/fv.

3 BEDROOM HOUSE FOR RENT
1.5 baths, 2 stall garage, washer and dryer,
blocks from SCSU. Available May 1, call 4939375 or 493-9372 for details.
HOUSES FOR RENT
Close to SCSU campus, call Select Properties
at 320-253-1154.
13 BEDROOM HOUSE FOR RENT
1 block from SCSU library, 3 bathroom, on-site
laundry, free parking. Select Properties 320253-1154.
WEST CAMPUS APTS
4 bedroom apts available. Call Select
Properties at 320-253-1154.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
2 bedroom, 2 bath, A/C, off street parking. 320202-9022.

DUPLEX AVAILABLE
6-8 women close to campus. 252-6153. Leave
message.

HOUSING CONT

MAYNE ESTATES APTS
4 bedroom apts available. Call Select
Properties at 320-253-1154.

2 BDRM APTS. ON CAMPUS
All utilities included, A/C, dishwasher, secure
building. 259-9283 or 493-9549.

FOR RENT
House w/ 2 rooms near campus. $250, plus
utilities. Call Steve 654-8375.

HALENBECK APARTMENTS
4 bedrooms, 2 full bathrooms. Great location.
259-9434.

2, 3, 4 & 5 BDRM APTS.
All utilities included, various locations. 4939549.

2 & 4 BEDROOM APTS
In house, heat paid. 493-9549, Courrier
Properties.

3 & 4 BDRMS.
10 & 12 month leases. Clean, large apts.
Central A/C & heat. 1510 8th Ave. S. Please
call Ivy Apts. 259-9673.

MALES AND FEMALES
Singles and pairs needed to share 4 bedroom
apts. Excel Properties. 251-6005.

1 ROOM AVAILABLE
1 block from SCSU. Nice, clean, close.
Melissa 230-6511.

ROOM SUBLEASE
For May only, in 4 bedroom apt. Maybe
extended for summer and fall with landlord.
$150. 252-0396 or 230-1354.

LOVE WHERE YOU LIVE!
1, 2 & 3 bdrm. apts. Avail. immediately. Low
deposit. On-site laundry. Large rooms and A/C.
Great S. E. location! Call Nate at 654-8300.
Check us out online at www.nomgmt.com/mp

IF YOU’RE LOOKING FOR PEACE & QUIET
We have the perfect one bdrm. apt. for you!
Located one mile east of SCSU on the busline.
Utilities included. Call 654-8300 or online at
www.mgmt.com/fv.

HOUSE FOR RENT
5 bedroom, extra clean house. Great location.
Jeremy 241-9587.

3 & 4 BEDROOMS
Decks, University North, Metroview Apts. Heat
paid, dishwasher. Near SCSU 251-8284.

$$$ 1-STOP SHOPPING
We have all your apt needs. 1, 2, 3 & 4 bedroom apts with various floor plans. Choose
your size and style. Heat, water, garbage paid.
Call NMI @ 654-8300. Check it out:
www.northernmgmt.com

ROOM FOR RENT
3 blocks from campus. M or F to share common areas. Off street parking. $325/m, incl. util.
Jane (651) 423-4880.
ROOMMATE NEEDED
To share 4 bedroom apts. Males and females.
Clean, close. Excel Prop. 251-6005.

UNIVERSITY SQUARE APTS
4 bedroom apts available. Call Select
Properties at 320-253-1154.

SOUTHSIDE PARK APTS
4 bedroom, 2 bathroom apts available. Call
Select Properties at 320-253-1154.
TWO GIRLS LOOKING FOR A THIRD
To share a 3 bedroom apt. Nonsmoking, 2599434.
4 BEDROOM HOUSE
$255 per room, on-site manager, available
June 1, heat paid. 240-1929.
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HOUSING, CONT.
SELECT PROPERTIES
Has 4 bedroom apts available, close
to SCSU, year leases only, $215 per
month. Call 320-253-1154.
1 & 3 BEDROOM APTS
In remodeled house, private bathroom, nonsmokers, no pets. 2535340.
TIRED OF PAYING HIGH RENTS?
Select Properties has 4 bedroom
apts available at reasonable rates.
Call 320-253-1154.
FOR RENT
4 bedroom house and large one
bedroom apt, both available June 1.
Call 761-1514.
CAMPUS EAST APTS
4 bedroom, 2 bathroom apts available. Call Select Properties at 320253-1154.
HOUSES FOR RENT
1-4 bd, 1-7 bd, $300 + util. Call 2412667.

HELP WANTED
EARN UP TO $1,500 WEEKLY
$1,500 weekly potential mailing our
circulars. Free info. Call 203-6830202.
NOW HIRING
Angushire Golf Courses. Clubhouse
attendants and grounds crew. Call
252-9208.
DISC JOCKEY
Entertainers for weddings, schools,
and parties. Outgoing personalities
encouraged to apply. www.blacktieent.com. 320-260-3454. Best
pay, best DJ company in Central
MN to work for.
DELI WORKER
Voted St. Cloud’s best deli. Needs
one PT worker 10 am - 2 pm, 2-3
shifts per week. Pick up app. at 30
5th Ave S (Next to Electric Fetus)

Find

more
great music
than

this Sunday at

First
Avenue

FOR SALE
NO MATTER IF IT’S COLD OR
HOT...
Be sure to wrap up every time.
Purchase condoms @ Health
Services. $2/dozen.

Newman Center. The Catholic
Church on Campus.
396 First Avenue South

SERVICES
PROOFREADING/EDITING
Theses, Papers, ESL Writing.
Professional and Affordable.
www.editathome.com.
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